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Artwrite is a collaborative, student-run magazine produced by Art Administration students at
the College of Fine Arts, UNSW.
In this edition, our writers delve deep into issues of accessibility in the arts.‘Community
engagement’, ‘social inclusion’ and ‘diversifying and developing audiences’ are phrases
increasingly used by practicing arts professionals everywhere, and we examine just what is
being done both locally, and globally, to bring about such changes.
Our features discuss both sides of the issue and range from explorations of local
artist-run-initiatives, to the alternative use of public space for art events such as Sydney’s
Festival of Free Spaces, photographer Dean Sewell openly discusses illegal guerrilla art in
a bold interview with Renay Ringma and we consider why contemporary art spaces are still
associated with notions of exclusivity and elitism.
This edition also reviews a diverse range of exhibitions, from the Art Gallery of New South
Wales’ current blockbuster Mad Square: Modernity in Modern Art, to the public display of
private art in White Rabbit ‘s Beyond the Frame. Also under the spotlight are Penrith
Regional Gallery’s New Acquisitions in context and Bronek Kozka’s Memory, Myth and the
1/4 Acre Block.
The efforts of our fellow students must be acknowledged. Without their effort and ingenuity
this edition of Artwrite would not have been possible. Every student in the class joined in
the sub-editing and they all committed to working cohesively to ensure each article is at its
absolute best.
Special thanks also go to Joanna Mendelssohn for pushing us to our creative limits and
teaching us the importance of meeting deadlines — a lesson we all learned quickly, and
ultimately, the reason we were able to produce publication we are all proud to be a part of in
such a short space of time.
We can only hope you enjoy browsing through the assorted collection of articles, reviews and
letters assembled here.
In addition to the online version available at http://blogs.cofa.unsw.edu.au/artwrite/,
this print-ready PDF edition has been created. Accommodating to practical concerns, its
content is slightly different to the blog. The cover and various design elements are from a
series works by Gulsen Altinok entited Mapping.
Megan Hillyer & Nina Mintorn, Editors, Artwrite #47

Regarding: Article by Amy
Edwards, Newcastle art festival
1. under threat
(Newcastle Herald, 7 July 2011)
Think green, think creative, think
community, think Chippendale
Once given the title as Sydney’s unhealthiest suburb, Chippendale is apparently on the move. A
suburb full of creative organisations, architect and
design firms, art galleries, film studios, production
companies and fashion labels. These businesses
and their workers are coming out of their offices
with immense enthusiasm to join forces and take
part in the Chippendale Creative Precinct. Once
remembered as a suburb full of dingy pubs, warehouses and (the still) congested Abercrombie street.
The aim is to expand the areas creative outreach by
uniting the arts and business sectors in the area, to
create a diverse and unique cultural meeting place.
The CCP has plans for more public art, bike lanes,
outdoor arts and music festivals, pedestrian only
alleyways and communal street rainwater tanks.
While listening in at a recent meeting for the CCP,
at Frasers Property Central Park development site,
I must admit I had my doubts. But the CCP say that
you just need to see it to believe it.
The hope is that once the CCP braves all and proves
that you can have your cake and eat it too neighbouring suburbs will follow in their footsteps. In doing so creating a ripple effect of creativity, sustainability and a stronger community. Will Chippendale
become the suburb to lead all suburbs?

Small homegrown arts organisations make significant contributions to their communities, both
culturally and economically. They are innovative,
those who run them are passionate about what they
do and they are vital to the careers of young and
emerging artists. Newcastle City Councils decision
to discontinue funding for This Is Not Art reflects
the constant struggle for funding that our essential
small arts organisations face.
After providing funding for twelve years the council
simply states that other applications are becoming more competitive. To deny the established arts
festival the small sum of $18,000, which in turn
generates over $1.5 million for the local economy is
quite unreasonable. It is clear that the contribution
art makes to the community is severely undervalued
and unfortunately this is not an isolated case.
Priority funding needs to be given to small arts
organisations as their contribution to local culture is
absolutely essential. Community based arts events
encourage participation and bring communities
together with new and exciting experiences. Those
with the ability to assist these arts organisations
need to re-think their priorities because regardless
of the impact that sport has on the Australian culture, it cannot be the only thing that defines it.
Amy Bortolazzo

Sophie Todd

Blockbusters all used to be like Titanic, and then there was Inception
THANK YOU – Typed in uppercase, said with a great sigh of relief. I couldn’t agree more with Holland
Cotter’s “Opportunity on Madison” (The New York Times, July 29) which put out a constructive criticism of
New York’s Metropolitan Museum and its decision to turn its newly acquired exhibition space into yet
another contemporary art gallery. The Met’s hodgepodge contemporary art collection isn’t necessarily the
most consistent. Although the article started off on a slightly pessimistic note, I found it rather hopeful of
new possibilities that can and should be explored by every museum and art gallery in terms of utilising their
existing collections. Trying to entice the public with just new things will no longer work. Not that blockbuster
attractions will ever get old but I think that ours is a more intelligent and informed public ready for a more
sophisticated and engaging narrative. The suggestion of reinventing curatorial practice is so realistic and
blatantly obvious that it will be foolish to overlook it. It will only take the Met to the next level in its role as a
repository of material culture and history.
Ann Margarett Cortez
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Bye Bye Wonderland.
Alice slipped down the rabbit hole and after all that hoo-haa with the key and the shrinking and all that, she
finally arrived (guided by The White Rabbit of real estate with the watch) at the Madhatter’s Tea Party. But in
this story, when Alice arrives, all the guests have disappeared.
‘Oh my, whatever could this mean Rabbit dear? I thought there would be lots of fun interesting people and
laughter, and well, a kind of community spirit’. Alice looked about ready to cry. ‘Dear Alice,’ said Rabbit
soothingly, ‘Why it’s obvious indeed! The evil Queen and her property developers saw how much fun everyone was having, and how good it was to be here…and well, to be quite frank with you, decided she could make
some money out of that, but she has no use for the Madhatter and his kind anymore. So…’ he shrugged, ‘…she
made it too expensive for them to stay.’ ‘But without the Madhatter and his crew, there will be nothing to do!
Wonderland will become dull and lifeless again, just like everywhere else. It will be filled with the Queen’s cronies who poison our creative spirit and hide behind their curtains. And all those people who can afford not to
care’. ‘There, there Alice. Come along now, let it be. Let’s just push it under the rug.’ ‘No!’ said Alice, who was
visibly teary now. ‘The Madhatter was here first! HIS people made Wonderland the place to be, it used to be a
wasteland before they moved in. They made it feel like home. The Queen’s people are selfish and they think that
creativity is….art is…a waste of time!’Alice was struggling to get the words out.
Rabbit became a bit flustered, he couldn’t understand the fuss she was making and it was rather a nuisance.
He looked at his watch and sighed impatiently, scratching behind his ears. ‘Alice, pull yourself together. It’s no
use. I’m afraid you’ll just have to get used to it. This is the way it is, and there isn’t anything we can do for them
now. Just forget about this little issue of yours and enjoy the party. The Queen will be here soon’. Alice stopped
crying and her mouth dropped open in disbelief at what she was hearing. Rabbit had lost the plot. She
desperately wanted to help the Madhatter, but didn’t know what to do or who to turn to. The Queen was a very
powerful woman, who very much liked to get her own way. Who would help so that the Madhatter could stay?
Rabbit was tugging at her sleeve ‘Come along Alice, this way…’ She pulled herself free from his clammy paws
and began to walk towards Outerland, she felt suffocated here. ‘No…no. No Rabbit dear…I have to find a way.
WE have to find a way. We can’t let the Queen destroy Wonderland’s creative communities. Are you with me,
or not?’
In reference to our ‘dear friends’ Fraser Studios and their soon-to-be disposal of the artist studios, Central ark
development, Chippendale.
Artist Colony Enters its death throes, Elva Darnell, CNN International, 28th March 2011.
http://www.cnngo.com/sydney/life/queens-st-studio-frasers-973164#ixzz1TkC9PsqS
Skye Gibson

Plans Put on Ice
To the Editor,
Regarding: Article by Michaela Boland: “New York Firm Combs NGA’s Finances”
(The Australian, July 23 2011)
Staff have been shed, programs slashed and Australia’s most fragile art sector burnt by the financial
predicament of the National Gallery of Australia (NGA).The NGA, like many arts institutions in Canberra, is
grappling with major budget cuts, the aftermath of the government increasing the efficiency dividend to 1.5
per cent in May. This is a government strategy to reduce operating costs within agencies. Gallery Director Ron
Radford is playing brinkmanship, cutting programs and dismissing backroom staff. Yet, Michaela Boland is
primarily concerned with debating why the NGA’s budget blew out and appears to only mention the severe
consequence as an afterthought.
Perhaps Ms Bolland should let AEA Consulting comb the NGA’s finances. Instead she could focus on the repercussions of halving the NGA’s 2011 exhibition calendar. Such as the plans of twenty Indigenous artists that
have been put on ice following the cancellation of the National Indigenous Art Triennial in 2011.
Elisha Donath

A Recess Break Seems Tokenistic!
Is it customary to commission reviews, produce reports and hire consultants for the fun of it? This
seems to have been the case regarding the treatment of Visual Arts and the development of a National
Curriculum to be in effect in 2013.
In 2005 a two-year review of the visual arts sector was commissioned. A report of the review was
produced in 2008 stating the benefits of Visual Arts education. The creative skills inherently associated
with the visual arts are seen to foster innovative, critical thinking and problem solving skills necessary
for the 21stCentury. Educators developed the term ‘visuacy’, which runs alongside literacy and
numeracy as essential proficiencies.
The visual nature of the 21st Century cannot be ignored. In today’s culture we are bombarded with
visual images. It is necessary to be able to look at and decode these symbols to make sense of the world.
Therefore, why on earth would Australia wish to implement a National School Curriculum that will
diminish future generations’ ability to compete on a global scale?
The proposal outlined that the visual arts will continue to be taught, however, without a distinction
between the visual arts and the performing arts. Visual Arts, Dance, Drama, Music and Media Arts will
be lumped together. A preposed two hours a week is to be divided across the five disciplines equalling
a whopping 20 minutes per week for each!
I am not convinced that future generations will be able to achieve ‘visuacy’ in 20 minutes a week.
Anna Lumsden

Listen Up or Scroll down
To the Editor,
I just opened my events listings online and I can hardly keep track of them these days! I should just
check my Facebook invites list regularly to see which ones deserve my attention the most because I
can’t keep up!
I am not surprised to be receiving all this attention, since after all, word does travel fast in this day and
age of growing necessity for the World Wide Web. I hardly know which show to see, or who’s
actually showing. Most of the artists are emerging so quickly, it’s interesting to see how talent is judged
by the effective use of social media, as Facebook and Twitter taking over our daily lives creating new
rituals and experiences. But there is a slight concern in the arts community of a growing
disconnection with the real life galleries, and their systems of becoming more museum-like than ever
before. (A.Cosco, March 14 2011, Socialtimes). Artists use social media and image sharing sites to
create their own online spaces at the same time as galleries set up canvases on the walls of their whitewalled spaces. Art can be enjoyed in many ways, so why concern ourselves in the way we express it?
After all maximum exposure means minimal fuss. I say I’m attending, aren’t you?
Gokcen Altinok
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Howl™
I saw the best minds of my generation collapse their easels, brushes left to harden under an
angry sun,
dragging themselves through fashionably designed advertising agencies at dawn,
to shill diet soda and mobile broadband,
who, knuckles ragged, mind frayed and lips bitten, ’shopped Miranda’s smile just so in time for
the DJ’s deadline,
who put down the works of the great novel to write boiler plate for a group deals website,
who eschewed suffering, poverty and eternity for free samples and lavish Christmas parties,
who used books on the collected works of Picasso and Matisse to prop up the telly for a better
view of the second season of Mad Men,
who talked continuously for seventy hours on the implications of placement and neural marketing and social media and the June Adbusters and the latest campaign is really starting to cook,
who struggled to work ‘Colgate Palmolive’ into iambic pentameter,
who turned a deaf hear to Foucault, Baudrillard and Greenberg and got into bed with Saatchi,
Alderson and Draper.
What sphinx of sugar and plastic bashed open their skulls and ate up their brains and
imagination?
David Lyndon

Beyond the storage space: White Rabbit’s Beyond the Frame
There has been no development in Australia’s art scene more exciting, or eagerly anticipated, than the
recent emergence of privately funded, public art museums. In acts of philanthropy long overdue in
Australia, a small group of private collectors have begun opening high-profile public spaces to display their
very personal, much-loved art collections. Extravagant in nature and completely removed from the
monetary limitations facing many of our state and public institutions, these spaces are continuing to
astound gallery-goers with their novel approaches to thinking about and exhibiting art.
Sydney’s own White Rabbit Gallery, founded by Judith and Kerr Neilson, is no exception. Created out of
Judith Nielson’s desire to share her 450+ collection of post-2000 contemporary Chinese art with all, the
White Rabbit Gallery has quickly become one of Sydney’s most popular and lively art venues, celebrated for
exhibitions that provide incredible insight into a very specific, relatively new area of contemporary art. In
late August, they returned with another rehang, this time attempting to question and breakdown any sense
of limits and boundaries in art.
Beyond the Frame, the fifth exhibition since opening in 2009, presents another diverse selection of thoughtprovoking, cutting-edge works drawn from the Neilson’s private collection. The exhibition revolves around
a broad theme of transgression and transcendence — the word ‘frame’ having multiple connotations. It is
intended literally, alluding to the transgression and transcendence of visual and artistic norms through
choice of media and practice. It also refers to exploring and challenging conceptual frameworks and
parameters of all kinds — social values, concepts of normality, the role and purpose of art, ideologies
pertaining to Chinese culture, even the distinction between nature and man-made.
When it comes to contemporary Chinese art, a new generation of artists are indeed exploring and enjoying
newfound artistic limitlessness. It was only thirty-five years ago that Mao Zedong’s death ended the
Cultural Revolution. In the time since then, the cultural and artistic changes in China have been as
dramatic as they have been rapid. Bouncing back in spectacular style from the global isolation and creative
stagnation experienced under Mao, practicing artists concerned themselves with trying to establish new
artistic paradigms that would restore a weakened nation and connect it to the West. Exposed to artistic and
aesthetic styles occurring globally and fuelled with incredible cynicism over China’s political state, Chinese
artists quickly began to test the boundaries of what was acceptable, both aesthetically and politically, in
subtly subversive and disruptive ways.
Not much has changed when we consider the work of contemporary Chinese artists practicing today. As
China continues to evolve as a commercial superpower, hurtling forward at a rate unparalleled by any
other nation in the world, contemporary Chinese artists continue to do the same. In the process, they have
captivated the international art world with daring works of art that respond to, and challenge, the rapid
political and socioeconomic changes that have left the nation in a state of constant flux. The result? Visually
innovative art that is more ambitious, subversive and thematically complex than anything else to emerge
internationally in the last two decades.
It comes as no surprise then that an exhibition of Chinese contemporary art is held together by an overarching theme of transcendence of boundaries, or in this case, ‘frames and frameworks of all kinds’. Such ideas
have become so synonymous with the vary nature of contemporary Chinese art that it is almost predictable.
Among the works exhibited, a standout piece thematically is Song Jianshu’s In the end, a mesmerising
sculpture exhibited on the ground floor. In this work, Jianshu has subtly altered a large, uprooted tree by
sanding and polishing the top of the trunk into a sharp point. In making slight interventions to its structure,
Jianshu has removed the tree to a place where it is no longer identifiably part of or belonging to nature,
yet neither a completely finished man-made work of art. This juxtaposition between untouched nature and
human intervention is a conscious attempt to blur the boundary between nature and the built environment.
Works of art like In the end however, which have been created with the idea of blurring boundaries in
mind, seem to be few and far between in this exhibition. With no real introduction to the theme aside from
a brief statement that describes the works on display as thrilling demonstrations of how much more art
can be than pretty pictures, Beyond the Frame as a concept is overly broad, non-specific, and above all,
blatantly obvious.
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While the lack of definition around the idea of breaking down limits in art can be taken as a strategic move to
demonstrate just how boundless art truly is, its complete lack of specificity makes it a fairly weak connecting
theme to bring together nearly forty works of art which are all powerful and thematically complex in their own
right. Yet to base the value of Beyond the Frame solely on how well the works communicate the overall theme
is to disregard the fact that first and foremost, this is an exhibition based on the display of works from a private
collection.
At the very least, Beyond the Frame primarily revolves around the philosophy that drives White Rabbit Gallery
as private art in a public art space. While the gallery was created based on Judith Neilson’s belief that art should
be communally experienced and enjoyed, not bought and placed in storage, White Rabbit is fairly specific in its
approach. Exclusively collecting contemporary Chinese art produced after 2000, the space operates on the idea
of documenting and reflecting a new stage in contemporary Chinese art. Above all, the Neilsons want to change
the way people think about this art. By continuing to provide visibility for lesser-known contemporary Chinese
artists, White Rabbit displays its strength as a space committed to expanding perceptions of China’s art scene.
Indeed, it is the impressive and unusual works of art selected for exhibition that has made White Rabbit such
a popular venue, more so than any overruling theme put in place to make sense of them as a collective whole.
Beyond the Frame is no exception, an exhibition that presents another wide array of engaging works from both
established and unknown contemporary Chinese artists, each reflecting just how dynamic and expansive the
current practice of contemporary Chinese art actually is.
Typical of the awe-inspiring works often displayed at White Rabbit Gallery is the Madeln Company’s Calm, a
hallucinatory installation piece composed of a waterbed, carpet and bricks. Originally exhibited as the work of
an unknown Middle Eastern artist in an exhibition produced by the Madeln Company, Calm inspires
contemplation of how prejudice is often manifested in the ways we think about the unrest in the Middle East.
In the same vain is Peng Hungchih’s Farfur the Martyr,
a politically charged water installation that explores the
way cultural icons can become a tool for xenophobic
sentiments. Visually spectacular, yet fairly unnerving
in content, Hungchih has strangely placed a composite
figure of Jesus Christ and Farfur — a famous
Palestinian children’s TV show host who spread the
word of jihad and was assassinated on live television by
an Israeli — on top of the Star of David. Gushing water
from various wounds and completely overwhelming in
size, this work is a dark and absurd reflection on the
many ways images and icons can have their meanings
completely inverted in potentially destructive and
subversive ways.
Farfur the Martyr is not the only work exhibited in
Beyond the Frame truly unsettling in its questioning of
sensitive and somber issues. In contrast to the flashy,
technically impressive works displayed in previous
exhibitions, the Neilson’s have chosen for Beyond the
Frame a selection of works much more disturbing and
serious in subject matter. Critical and reflective in
nature, these works delve deep into uncomfortable
truths and harrowing issues of both personal and
communal importance. Illustrative of this is Cang Xin’s
Sharmanism Series: Variation, exhibited on the
second floor. Xin’s work presents pure carnage and
butchery at its best. Demonstrating a cycle of sacrifice
and subsequent regeneration, his drawings of life-sized
dismembered male bodies with fresh wounds dripping
blood, hooked by the ankle to a pulley system, are
violent and visually shocking.

Farfur the Martyr © Peng Hungchih, 2009. All images
courtesy of the artists and White Rabbit Gallery.

In the same space is Lu Zhengyuan’s Mental Patients and Lu Nan’s photographic documentation of Prison
Camps in Northern Myanmar. Both works are concerned with telling the story of individuals on the margins
of society — in the case of Zhengyuan, the mentally ill in China who have inadequate treatment options, overlooked as the nation forges forward without them. Nan alternatively explores the story and despondent
experiences of the opium and heroin addicted prisoners in Myanmar.
Lu Zhengyuan’s Mental Patients was created from
memory after spending two weeks in a mental
institution caring for an ill friend. Composed of fibreglass and grey paint, Zhengyuan’s seven patients are
realistic, life-size human figures. While visitors are
able to wander among the bodies sparsely positioned
in a corner of the second floor, it is difficult to
connect with them. These figures stare out and
beyond, unaware of another presence. Bleak and
disheveled in appearance, it is impossible not to feel
the hopelessness of their predicament. One of the less
familiar contemporary Chinese artists to be featured
at White Rabbit, Zhengyuan’s Mental Patients is a
surprisingly emotive work of art from a rising star.
Mental Patients © Lu Zhengyuan, 2006. All images
courtesy of the artists and White Rabbit Gallery.

Also among those that are less familiar are Jin Nü, a twenty-seven year old artist from Hebei, and Guo Fei, a
young artist from Shanxi. Jin Nü’s Exuviate II: Where Have All the Children Gone?and three works from Guo
Fei’s Boxes series — Be Quiet, Autumn, and The Silence You Can Hear can be found on the first floor of White
Rabbit. While visually distinct from each other and composed of varying media — installation and oil on wood
respectively — the two works similarly consider the inevitable progression of life and societal development,
commenting on the consequences such progression has had on their personal well-being and China’s ecological
landscape.
In Jin Nü’s work, twenty small dresses of sheer starched silk hang unevenly from the gallery roof. While art critics interpreted the work to be a solemn comment on China’s one child policy, the translucent dresses functioning as a tribute to millions of female babies consequently killed or aborted, Jin Nü’s installation piece is really
a meditation on her own lost childhood. Simultaneously nostalgic about the passing of time and unnerved by
the harsh realities of adult life, Nü’s work represents her personal longing for the innocence and tenderness of
young life, a stage she regretfully will never be able to return to.
Similary, Guo Fei returns to memories of his childhood in Be Quiet, Autumn, and The Silence You Can Hear.
Using wooden boxes as a base, a nod to the Chinese pastime of placing collected items in square wooden boxes,
Fei paints his recollections of childhood, creating an odd collection of personal memories in the process. For the
three works featured in Beyond the Frame, Fei presents the sublime and idyllic scenes of insects, wildlife and
nature he remembers from his childhood. However, the impetus behind the three works of art is to pay homage to places that no longer exist — the passing of time and rapid urbanisation have seen these scenes replaced
with sprawling suburban landscapes and cities. While reflecting on the loss of personal history, the only lasting
remnants being intangible and vague memories, Fei also cleverly comments on the potential ecological disaster
and destruction of cultural heritage continued urban expansion would result in.
With four floors of contemporary Chinese art on display, all unique in style and content, White Rabbit’s Beyond
the Frame is well worth a visit. There truly is no other venue in the country that provides such a comprehensive
look into the phenomenon that is contemporary Chinese art. Indeed, Beyond the Frame is yet another spectacular White Rabbit exhibition that affirms how phenomenal and multifaceted contemporary Chinese art practice
currently is.
Beyond the Frame is on display until December 31st, 2011. Admission is free.
All images courtesy of the artists and White Rabbit Gallery
Megan Hillyer
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We’ve lost our good old mama
‘It’s just like Howlin’ Wolf used to say,’ says Brad, a bartender
and close friend who I have been calling ‘Hans’ for the entire
morning. ‘You got them “ol’ Weimar Blues”.’
I chewed over this possibly unintentional non sequitur for a few
moments before reassuring Hans that he was indeed correct and
that I should very much like to have another Martini.
Not only was the attribution a shade off the mark, but Hans had
failed to perceive my mood entirely. I wasn’t blue, I felt fantastic.
The Sunday sun was at its peak and I was already several
cocktails into an endless Berlin night. I had been attempting for
the last two, maybe three hours, to fortify myself with some kind
of mad fervour to better appreciate Berlin Sydney – a series of
arts events held in conjunction with AGNSW’s exhibition of
German modern art, The Mad Square.
My plan; to get inside the myth of the ‘golden years’ of the
Weimar Republic - Germany’s fleeting reprieve in the wake of
a horrific and crippling war, a violent revolution and financial
ruin. The unending party before the dark clouds of Nazi horror
closed in.
It’s a time that has been romanticised as a ‘modern’ renaissance.
During this short period in the late 1920s and early 1930s,
Germany was the world’s centre for cutting-edge thought.
Heisenberg, Adorno, Born, Heidigger, Horkheimer, Benjamin, Godel and dozens of other figures from this
period who are significant enough to be known instantly by their surname, developed the foundations of 20th
century physics, philosophy and mathematics. Cultural output during this time is said to have rivalled any other
period in human history, with the creative arts being produced in Germany being more advanced, varied and
daring than anywhere else in the world.
It was also presumably a lot of fun.
In Berlin, the epicentre of this intellectual and artistic maelstrom, night-time revellers drifted from club to club,
places like El Dorado and Kakadu, all lit up in flashing electric light, rubbing shoulders with intellectuals and
outcasts, criminals and bohemians. The cocaine-laced ‘Berlin wind’ blew them along for days on end and they
never got tired.
The American crazes for cocktails (borne out of a need to mask the flavour of cheap bootleg liquor) and jazz had
taken root in Berlin and were the daily bread for these 24-hour party people.
So that is why I am drinking martinis at midday.
It’s all well and good to stand back and admire the culture of the period at a distance but I’m obsessed with
trying to see these things through the same eyes. These works were created by artists who had seen the collapse
of society as a very real possibility a few short years before, for an audience that did not mind that tomorrow may
never come. What insights can be discovered by replicating that air of utter abandon?
I’ve organised for myself and some compatriots to catch a performance of The Threepenny Opera in Walsh Bay
then head to the gallery to see Mad Square, prefacing, punctuating and concluding these events with stops Hans’
bar within a bookshop – ‘Moonshine Slim’s at Ampersand’ on Crown St – my El Dorado-lite for the day.
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Given that we could not locate ‘sultry Argentinian waitresses’ to serve us ‘petals from white roses that had been
soaked in chloroform and ether’ (apparently, the designer drugs of the day), primal cocktails interspersed with
fits of cheap champagne would suffice to haul the burden of my sanity into new and greater realms. The names
passed by like a parade of dear friends – Manhattan, Martini, French 75 (named after a WW1 cannon), Mint
Julep – this cavalcade dancing to the beat of the Wientraub Syncopators, Kurt Weill, Billy Bartholemew and
Teddy Kline’s Jazz sinfonie.
To the great relief of those eating lunch or quietly browsing for books, my awkward attempts to perform the
Charleston were soon interrupted by the urgent need to make our way to the matinee.
Rolling onto the street, the beastly sun judging us harshly, I feel as if I have become my own wax double. An
escapee from Madame Tussaud’s, facial features turning to liquid, I spill into the back seat of a taxi.
We arrive at the theatre and get through the front door, with only the merest hint of total, utter confusion.
I hear that lonesome curtain-call bell. He sounds too blue to fly.
In my seat now and on stage there is a noose overshadowing what appears to be a boxing ring. It seems we are
in for quite a cheery ride.
Brecht & Weill’s ‘ballad opera’ has been restaged by the Sydney Theatre Company, with lip service paid to
transferring the action to present-day Sydney. It’s an odd choice. Mac the Knife stalks the mean streets of
Randwick. I mean, sure, why not?
While, on the whole, the music, singing, acting and staging are unimpeachable, I spend much of the time
pondering the implications and uncanny parallels of a Weimar-period play originally set in Victorian London
refigured for noughties Sydney.
On stage; gangsters, beggars, whores, corrupt cops and a smattering of unwitting rubes, all faces painted in
pallid, dour countenances. In the crowd; much the same but more polite, well dressed, tanned and wealthy. I
imagine we’re all actors in the same in same schema, filling in time between impending crises. Credit crunch,
colonial war, property-bubble apocalypse, murder, fire, bombings and peak oil –hubris and decadence
punctuated by the taut crack of a hangman’s rope.
My head is swimming in Weill’s music; it’s the din and clatter of a metropolis keeling over sick in the gutter.
The opera frequently returns to grim themes; at one point the gangsters foreplay the Valentine’s Day Massacre,
their backs against a wall, the lights making naked their shock and surprise. The absurd hilarity of a summary
execution is on everyone’s mind.
Alongside the changes to setting are alterations to the lyrics of the songs. While only a very slight modification,
changing the refrain from ‘What Keeps Mankind Alive’ to ‘What keeps a man alive’ is tantamount to
fundamentally changing the meaning of song. Instead of a universal appeal to the masses it comes off more as
a tabloid lambasting of Macheath. Less a discourse on the base nature of humanity and more a pageant of the
‘Knife’s bestial acts. I feel that it’s against the spirit of the play to put Mac on a pedestal like that, he’s supposed
to be rescued from the gallows after all…
By the time we hear Polly Peachum sing about the ship in the harbour (The Pirate Song) I feel as though I am
taking on water. The two dozen staging pretences (or perhaps, an equal number of French 75’s) are causing me
to list heavily to one side. But like that it’s suddenly all over. The hangman will have to wait for another day and
this treachery can only take us so far.
Another taxi and we’re waiting in line at the gallery to buy tickets for Mad Square.
The first room of the exhibition utilises the space most successfully. It’s closed in and confined, with the walls
at odd angles, reminiscent of being lost in some serpentine Berlin back alley. Unevenly lit and combined with
the darkly painted walls gives the impression of street lamps at midnight. Faces look alternatively like that of a
back-alley thug or a dear friend – depending on where they stand.
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In this room is Ludwig Meidner’s Apocalyptic Landscape, a precognitive ruined landscape rendered with
hallucinatory intensity in 1912. The painting sets the scene for what, in an exhibition documenting a
‘tumultuous period’ in history, is arguably the calamitous. The First World War.
The second room illustrates the war through works by Beckmann, Dix, Grosz and Kollwitz. They are primarily concerned with its aftermath and detritus, its effects on the soldiers and the society they left behind. The
thought that consumes me at this point is one of dehumanisation. I am not proud to say it but looking at the
wounded, gas-masked or alien faces of the characters in Dix’s War series and at the murderous and Grosz’
deviant soldiers-on-leave, my throat is almost bursting with a knotty stream of revulsion. This is powerful,
sickening stuff.
Considering one of Dix’s wounded soldiers, I am reminded of a song we had listened to at the bar a few hours
earlier, Brecht’s Die Legende vom toten Soldaten (Ballad of the Dead Soldier). The lyrics recount the story of a
soldier’s body being exhumed from a Verdun battlefield, passed fit for service, given a new uniform and recycled
into combat. It’s a poetic idea, but to someone living in a society with thousands of people so grievously injured
yet alive, it would be an everyday reality.
There is a very human counterpoint to Dix and Grosz’ meditations on dehumanisation in the form of Kathe
Kollwitz’ wood block prints. It is as though they reflect the loss and anguish of so many during the war as an
aching, dead-wooden grief.
Still reeling from the war, I find myself before an installation of works from the Berlin Dada scene. Abstract
epileptic seizures of the mind. Random flashes of forgotten memories. Pastiche, cut up, remix culture presaged
in the rage against the corrupt self-destruction of humanity and culture. Thinking of Dix’s re-sewn faces, a
shrapnel ball through the face of God’s image, hastily patched up. One only needs to look at those poor
Frankensteins to realise that nothing is sacred.
Bauhaus. Clean exposed living. Nowhere for the nightmares to hide.
Representing the rebirth of German industry in the post war period is a series of pieces, my favourite being Carl
Grossberg’s White Tubes. It is a beautiful painting of an impressive machine with an array of chrome and pearl
pipes. Its function is unknowable. I suggest that it, like Wim Delvoye’s Cloaca, is a machine for the manufacture
of shit.
Another room and I can’t escape the feeling that all the portraits are glaring at me with the same eyes — that
mad Weimar stare. As such I am immediately drawn to Karl Hubbuch’s Twice Hilde. Neither Hilde is looking
at me. To be precise one is looking at the floor and the other in strict profile is looking perpendicularly away. In
a strange way these isolated poses betray an intimacy the other portraits do not.
Depraved sex addicts, whores, lustmord. Everything is married to its dark twin; sex and murder, pleasure and
pain. This is the kind of sinister madness that is vapourised with the dawn of the sun.
Somehow I have arrived in the final room of the exhibition and already I can sense the weight of a hammer
suspended above me by a rapidly fraying rope. Entarte Kunst, a dove on a bayonet, Goering with a meat cleaver,
a German family sits down for a pleasant meal of bomb parts.
I know the exhibition has been organised chronologically but I feel as if I missed the evanescent golden moment
that I was expecting. There were glimpses of it surely, but I was still dragging the weight of the first war as even
now I’m looking down the barrel of another.
I’m obviously not the only one who has a sense of impending doom. The characters in Felix Nussbaum’s Mad
Square seem in an impossible rush to cash in before Berlin is reduced to an apocalyptic landscape.
There are some trite remarks about the ignominy of wading through the gift shop after dealing with all that
heavy shit, but I cannot really be bothered to make them now. Instead we retreat back to the El Dorado to
bunker down for coming storm. For if we don’t find the next whisky bar I tell you we must die…
David Lyndon

The Mad Square: Impact of the Nazis
Artistic freedom, growth and experimentation had no place in the Third Reich.
How did any modern art survive the Third Reich? The Mad Square: Modernity in
German Art 1910-1937, is an exhibition of the extraordinary artistic diversity of 20th century
German art at the Art Gallery of New South Wales. It’s quite remarkable to think of what these pieces
have been through to be part of this exhibition.
The title of the exhibition refers to a 1931 painting by Felix Nussbaum of which the curator, Dr Jacqueline Strecker
says, ‘can be seen as a satirisation of the collapse of society during the years of the Weimar Republic and as a
forewarning of the cataclysm to come’. Regardless of what ‘mad square’ may have been: be it insanity in a public
place, or fury within the frame of a painting, or perhaps something else as the Nazis began to take power, artists
reacted in turmoil. Germany certainly was in the midst of it all. The clever title links the works in the exhibition
with the ‘mad’ era of modernity in Germany.
The starting place for The Mad Square is Berlin, a century ago. In the heady years leading up to, and at the
beginning of World War I, Germany became the epicentre for international avant-garde artists. Despite the
economic instability of the early 1920s, Berlin re-established itself as the third largest city in Europe after Paris
and London, a busy metropolis brimming with opportunity.
Jacqueline Strecker goes beyond the 14-year period of the Post World War I Weimar Republic from 1918 to 1933,
exploring the impact of the new Nazi regime from 1933-37. Strecker explores movements of this period such as
Expressionism, the Bauhaus group and Dada. These were movements that defied the aims of totalitarianism, and
were completely forbidden, degraded, and censored by the Nazis. The exhibition features more than 200 works
from collections around the world, with many by important artists of the period including Ernst Ludwig Kirchner,
George Grosz, Otto Dix, Max Beckmann, Christian Schad and Hannah Höch. This exhibition exposes the effect
Nazism had on German artists, as well as the complex ways in which these artists reacted to the changes of
modernity.
The Mad Square attempts to investigate a large period, which at times can seem overwhelming. Because of this
ambitious focus, the impact the Nazis had over German art may not at first seem obvious to viewers who do not
have any knowledge of the history of the time. Ultimately, the exhibition examines a culture gripped between two
catastrophic dramas, World War I and the establishment of the Nazi Third Reich. Furthermore, it explores the
marginalisation of the arts during the rise of the Nazis, the ‘golden years’ of The Weimar Republic, and its
inevitable fall. But is this exhibition a true representation of the impact of the Third Reich on modern art?
To offer some historical insight into early 20th century Berlin: they were a population traumatised by the impact
of the war. The impact of hyperinflation triggering economic disaster. The Great Depression further devastated
Weimar’s unstable life. Unemployment and poverty spread across Germany. The challenges of a turbulent
society and the corruption of the Weimar period ultimately saw Hitler and his government gain popularity and
seize power.
From 1924 onwards, the Nazis increasingly took control of regional governments, and in 1933, they triumphed
nationally. The Nazis wasted no time in attacking what they perceived to be endangering their ideal of German
culture: ‘immoral’ notions in the fields of art, literature, music and film. ‘The entire artistic and cultural
stammering of the Cubists, Futurists and Dadaists is neither racially founded nor bearable as art for the people,’
said Joseph Goebbels, Hitler’s Minister of Propaganda. True art as outlined by Hitler was associated with the
country life, a return to the past and with the Aryan racial ideology. Virtually all modern art was ‘degenerate’, the
English translation of the German phrase, ‘entartete Kunst’. The allegedly ‘Jewish’ nature of art that was
indecipherable, distorted, or that depicted ‘depraved’ subject matter was prohibited. It’s important to remember
that during this time, one third of Berlin’s population were Jewish.
Modernism had no place in the Third Reich.
National Socialism tried to control German culture and how it was portrayed and perceived abroad. For example,
one of the ways art reflected the Nazi political philosophy was by the tedious repetition of traditional landscape
art. Artists glorified the German citizens, soldiers, and Hitler’s ideals. Art was to portray Hitler as a hero who
would cure all of Germany’s ills (may have misinterpreted this sentence). The notion of racial purity, manual labour, military heroism and portraits of the Führer were common.
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The transformation of German art came with the expectation of all artists to join the Reichshulturkammer
(Reich’s Culture Chamber.) In 1933 Hitler assigned Goebbels as the head of the Chamber, overseeing all art. By
1935, the Reich’s Culture Chamber had over 100,000 members. By now, the Nazis had a firm grasp on art, and
made sure it functioned as indoctrinating people with warped Fascist ideology. Soon enough, the Nazi’s strict
guidelines on the arts became part of the destruction and regulation of cultural life in Germany. In a broader
sense, a major part of the Nazi attack on culture might be called a war against creativity and the vision of the
other. It soon became clear that the task of art in the Third Reich was to mould people’s attitudes by carrying
political messages with stereotyped concepts.
As they did with other parts of life, the Nazis changed the notion of German art to agree with, and strengthen,
their belief system. Works of art during this period were derived from the classical style of Greece and Rome.
Hitler chose classical art to be the style that the Nazis would emulate because he felt it epitomised a period of
racial purity, before it had been ‘corrupted’ by Jewish influences. Hitler saw classical art a traditional period of
great and strong empires, an ‘empire’ he wished to rule. Clearly these ideals of traditional art were far from the
innovative art modernists had been aspiring to create. Even though only a few of the modern artists who had
developed these new ‘degenerate’ styles were actually Jewish, the Nazis considered modern art to be the result
of racial impurity.
In the Mad Square, a section titled ‘Art and Power’ concentrates solely on the rise of fascism, and the
consequences for modern art in Germany. Munich’s Degenerate Art show in 1937 was perhaps the most
indiscriminate of the Nazis’ raids against ‘un-German’ culture. Out of the 16000 sculptures, paintings, prints
and books that were confiscated from museums and galleries during the Nazi regime, 650 of them were set
aside for the ’Degenerate’ show. The goal was to ridicule and insult. Works selected for the show aimed to
prove the mental deficiency and moral decay that had supposedly crept into modern German art. Artworks
in various media were hung in a purposely crowded fashion. They were exhibited in rooms surrounded by
many signs that announced things such as: “Revelation of the Jewish racial soul,” and “The Jewish longing for
the wilderness reveals itself – in Germany the Negro becomes the racial ideal of degenerate art.”
Over two million people visited the exhibition in Munich, while far fewer saw the Great German Art Exhibition
held nearby in the Nazi-designed House of German Art, which sought to promote what the Nazis deemed as
‘healthy’ art. As well as filmed footage and documentation from the show, several of these ’degenerate’ works
are included in the Mad Square exhibition to emphasise the creativity and diversity of modernism, in
opposition to the derogatory ways in which the Nazis sought to scorn and destroy modern art.
Among the strongest images in the exhibition are the photomontages of John Heartfield. Heartfield was a
communist who changed his name from Helmut Herzfelde. This was in part a way of protesting World War I; he
even feigned madness to avoid returning to the service. Heartfield created images satirising Hermann Goering
as a butcher in 1933, and Hitler, (pictured above) with a spine of gold coins. These images juxtapose the
declarations of Nazi propaganda with the misery of widespread poverty.
Avant-garde German artists were branded both enemies of the state and a threat to German culture, so many
went into exile. Max Beckmann fled to Amsterdam. Max Ernst immigrated to America with his then wife Peggy
Guggenheim. Nussbaum was captured in Belgium. Kirchner committed suicide in Switzerland in 1938.
Although officially no artists were killed because of their work, those of Jewish descent who did not escape from
Europe in time were sent to concentration camps. Many parts of the world benefited from Europeans being
forced to escape their homes. One of the Bauhaus artists featured in The Mad Square, Ludwig Hirschfeld, was
forced to leave Germany due to his part-Jewish heritage. He was deported to Australia where he became an
inspirational teacher at Geelong Grammar School and Melbourne University. Who knows what these artists
may have accomplished if they did not have the threat of the Nazis looming over them?
After the Degenerate Art exhibit, works were sold at various auctions; some pieces were obtained by museums,
others by private collectors. After the fall of Nazi Germany and the invasion of Berlin by the Red Army, some
artworks from the exhibit were found buried. It is uncertain how many of these then reappeared in the
Hermitage Museum in St Petersburg where they still remain. In 2010, as work began to develop on an
underground line from Alexanderplatz through the city centre to the Brandenburg Gate, several sculptures
from the Degenerate Art show were found in the cellar of a private house. These included the bronze cubist style
statue of a female dancer by the artist Marg Moll, now on display at the Neues Museum,
http://www.neues-museum.de/.

Who knows, maybe there are still hidden artworks to be found.
As unstable, corrupt, politically divided and ultimately
doomed as the Weimar government was, it coincided – as Eric Hobsbawm writes in an essay reprinted in
the catalogue – with an extraordinary eruption of cultural, literary and scientific activity in Germany, partly
stirred by the idea of living on the edge of a catastrophe, in a world whose past had been obliterated and
whose future was unknown.
Undoubtedly, the Third Reich had an immeasurable impact on 20thcentury German art. The Mad Square
offers some insight into the consequences Hitler’s rise to power had on German artists. The full impact
of the Nazis on art is not explored entirely however, as that is not the main focus. Instead, this exhibition
highlights the diversity in the art produced during the rise and fall of Weimar.
It is understandable that viewers of the exhibition may have mixed responses aesthetically, morally and
emotionally. Time distorts how we perceive things, and it is hard to imagine these great artists, or anyone,
living under the struggles of the Nazi regime. Not only did the Nazis imprison and murder millions, they
also tainted the potential of German artists through their oppressive regime. Their strict guidelines on the
arts became part of the destruction and regulation of all cultural life in Germany.
In a section of the final room there is a small collection of works that survived the ‘degenerate’ art
campaign, to commemorate modern artists and their contribution to art. Modernity brought artists
together, and yet freed them due to the idea that society and their world had vanished by war, politics and
technology. It is this legacy that the modern artists have left behind, rather than the impact of Hitler’s
power on art.
The Mad Square, Art Gallery of NSW, Sydney, August 6th -November 6th.
Image courtesy of the Art Gallery of New South Wales
Marietta Zafriakos

Further reading:
“The Coming of the Third Reich,”
Richard J. Evans,
“The Rise of the Nazis,” Conan Fischer.
The Mad Sqaure Exhbition catalogue,
http://www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au/exhibitions/
mad-square/

Design for ‘Adolf, the Superman: swallows gold
and sprouts rubbish’, John Heartfield , 1932 ©
AGNSW, 2011

Politics on Display
Any carefree wandering nobody who found themselves drawn into the old Gunnery building at
Woolloomooloo, perhaps after hastily devouring a pie at the famous Harry’s across the road, might
struggle to understand what they had stumbled into. The sign says ARTSPACE, which is not all that misleading- it is a space, and there is art in it.
The thick-rimmed glasses and close cropped head of hair just visible over the large Mac doesn’t so much
as grace visitors with a nod. It starts to feel a bit uncomfortable, the thick-rimmed glasses might coldly ask
‘What are you doing here?’ because it feels like a private space. Lingering crumbs of pie pastry are brushed
from shirtfront. This place is so minimalist that it’s hard to know whether the girl behind the desk is
actually an employee or performance art.
Is it just me, or did anybody else catch a faint whiff of elitism?
There are two basic theories about White Cube spaces (or White Cube-esque spaces); spaces which are
minimalist in their approach to exhibiting works, some going to the extremes of not even disclosing the
name of the artist next to the work (enter ARTSPACE). Sparse. No windows. No helpful information. It’s
an uncomfortable guessing game for many but for those in the know, it’s an affirmation that they truly
do know. James Johnson Sweeney, the director of The Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), New York from
1935-1946, was a pioneer of this modern style in the USA and ever since, the White Cube has proved to have
remarkable international longevity. Those in favour of it will often argue that within these uninterrupted
spaces one can truly surrender themselves to the formal qualities of the work. Well, this would be true when
there were formal qualities to be immersed in. Contemporary art, like that at ARTSPACE, warrants at least
a little explaining. Others would argue that the bare walls of the White Cube and the genuine lacking of any
guidance is a very clear statement: “If you don’t understand it, it’s because you weren’t educated properly.
Go away”. Enter elitism.
Basic audience research into ARTSPACE indicates that the people most frequently visiting the space are
female, aged between 25 and 35, tertiary educated, and living within a 5 km radius. Research would also
reveal that ARTSPACE receives triennial government funding and private sponsorship to operate as a kind
of research lab, dedicated to supporting contemporary artists through residency programs; building
international partnerships; and being actively engaged in critical enquiry. All of these are positive and
progressive qualities, but it is beyond me why this somehow means that on-site information and the
presentation of these facts are not transparently expressed. Why should these things be left unexplained for
the casual visitor? I was under the impression that a lot of contemporary art rejects elitist exclusivity. How
can such an institution claim that they are ‘committed to the development of new ideas and practices in
contemporary art and culture’ when the contemporary culture they attend to is so limited?
Skye Gibson
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A World of Unknown Becomes Everyone’s Story
Bronek Kozka’s exhibition Memory, Myth and the 1/4 Acre
Block raises the significance of nostalgic metaphors and what
can be seen to be real life or lost memories from the past. The
exhibition delves into the mystical land of memories, dreams
and childhood as viewers are faced with magnificent, highly
detailed images. Melbourne based photographer Kozka has
staged what is believed to be either a figment of a suburban
memory from his own experience or drawn up from his imagination, staged tremendously within large-scale photographs.
Kozka captures these memories like scene from a movie– highly stylised mise-en-scène, which leaves an underlying sense of
a perfect world about to be upended.
The entrance displays seven works incorporating the same
set—a motel room shows different characters in different circumstances and viewpoints that convey an awkward scenario.
A man in a clown suit Clown (2008), two sailors, and even a
couple arising from a secretive affair.
Kozka has recreated scenes from a memory or an event from a
time in his life that connects to these characters. I was drawn
to the visual connections that followed in towards the main
exhibition room. Featured over three spaces, the ordinary
becomes extraordinary. How can one artist capture so much
detail and emotion without telling us who, why or when the Sunshine House Series: The Son Archival Pigment
Print © Bronek Kozka, 2007
scenes are taking place? The mystery held me and I was sensing the avid curiosity amongst fellow patrons.
The amount of detail and contrast enveloped into each print is tremendous – the images are large and monstrous, each capable of having a story of their own from the artist’s memory. A memory engulfing such cinematic expectations is especially seen in The Best Years of Our Lives series (2008- 2011), with vivid and
detailed emotion from everyday life brought to our attention. The prints are displayed on a black background
with lighting above to create a dramatic feeling of hostility between the protagonists. A Son, Mother, Father
and The Other, all printed on archival pigment photo paper, encapsulates a sense of family confrontation,
something I imagine we have all experienced in our lives.
The final room gives us an interactive look into the works from the Kew House II series (2008). A woman and
her husband are in an everyday bedtime scene with lost gazes and contemplative poses in an everyday bedtime scene. Printed on a massive pigment print, you are able to zoom into the work from the computer and
analyse the image further. The pill bottle prescription on the bedside table, the view from the window and the
detail on the mailbox across the road is astonishing.
The Australian Centre for Photography utilises this dark exhibition space to create atmospheric connections
to the black, dark and moody backdrop, a characteristic that steps outside the typical white walled space.
As a viewer I was unsure whether to feel afraid or anxious, questioning why these characters expressions host
such ambiguity towards their photographer. Perhaps Kozka’s exploration of Australian suburbia takes us beyond the white picket fence to reveal tension and turmoil tinged with uncertainty. Something artists don’t get
a lot of recognition for is the ability to create a world within a world and Kozka’s works definitely draws you
into his.
Gallery 1 and 2, Australian Centre for Photography,
Paddington. September 2 – October 8, 2011.
Bronek Kozka is represented by MARS,
Melbourne and Bett Gallery, Hobart.
Gokcen Altinok

Del Kathryn Barton - Satellite Fade-Out
The Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery has been taken over by aliens! Thin, angular, feather-covered beings from another
world adorn the walls. One particularly frightening-looking creature has twisted horns protruding from her head
and a black and yellow patterned corroboree frog perched on her shoulder. Although the species is unknown,
these aliens seem to be female, evidenced by fashion model-esque facial features, not to mention their (often
multiple) exposed breasts. Of course, these are not real aliens, but some of the extraordinary works featured in
Del Kathryn Barton’s latest solo exhibition – satellite fade-out.
Satellite fade-out is a series of monolithic portraits featuring fantastical female figures from an unspecified race.
The exhibition comprises eighteen large-scale paintings and eleven drawings, and the grand scale of the
paintings and their incredible detail make this arguably
Barton’s most impressive exhibition to date. Although well
known for her meticulously painted portraits, the attention
to detail in these works is so extraordinary it almost overwhelms the subject matter. The use of repetitive patterns
and decorative markings brings to mind Indigenous
Australian dot paintings and creates a sense of wonder at the
amount of time it must have taken to achieve such an effect.
In the digital media age, Barton is still very much committed
to the handmade.
Many of the works in the exhibition evoke a Gustav Klimt
meets Japanese manga feel. Two works in particular, satellite
fade-out 3 and satellite fade-out 7, seem to directly reference
Klimt’s Adele Bloch-Bauer I, from the shape of the figures’
hair to the positioning of their hands. Barton’s signature use
of bright colour and her preference for giving her subjects
large watery eyes, also lends the work a dark, cartoon-like
quality. Although the figures are clearly not from this world,
the portraits do contain earthly details such as recognisable
species of flowers and animals, and human-created elements
such as ribbons and bows. The inclusion of ribbons
satellite fade-out 3, Del Kathryn Barton, 2011 © Roslyn contributes to the overall feminine feel of the works and
Oxley9 Gallery. Courtesy of the artist and Roslyn
evokes Barton’s other key influences – fashion and female
Oxley9 Gallery, Sydney.
sexuality.
Barton is one of Australia’s most popular contemporary artists and has been exhibiting regularly since 1995,
drawing much attention and praise from both critics and the general public. She has been named one of
Australia’s “50 most collectable artists” by Australian Art Collector magazine every year since 2006, and in 2008
won the Archibald prize with her work, You are what is most beautiful about me, a self-portrait that depicted her
with her son and daughter. With satellite fade-out, Barton continues to develop her signature style, while taking
her work to new levels of scale and detail. It leaves you wondering what might be next from this very talented
artist.
Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery, 14 July 2011 – 6 August 2011.
Anna Lutkajtis
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When past and present goes hand in hand
Although there are distinctions between the art of modernism and the art of today,
when it comes to exploring and highlighting these differences it becomes rather complicated.
To do so, it is important to first define modernism, and even more difficult; classify
contemporary art. It seems to me to be a rather impossible, and somewhat pointless task.
Therefore it was with some scepticism, but also a healthy sense of curiosity, that I travelled to Penrith Regional
Gallery to view New Acquisition in Context. An exhibition that claimed to provide a platform for contemporary
works to be viewed alongside earlier generations, especially artists associated with modernism. Going there I had
to face my fear of this being just another ‘look-at-the-similarities’ exhibition. Admittedly my concerns were soon
forgotten after seeing the gallery’s very impressive collection.
Harmonious explosion in neon
New Acquisitions in Context is a collection of recently acquired contemporary art works by Brook Andrew,
Christopher Dean, Destiny Deacon & Virginia Frazer, Jon Plapp and Justene Williams. The works feature
alongside selected works from the Gallery’s own collection including works by Harold Abbott, Frank Hinder,
Margo Lewers, Elwyn Lynn and Peter Upward. The works are exhibited in three rooms, each with a different
focus revolving around one of the older artworks.
In the first room the viewer is confronted with an explosion of geometrical forms and neon colours. An
abundance of sunlight is coming through the great glass wall in the back, throwing grid-like patterns on the
floor – beautifully imitating the geometrical shapes and rectangular compositions recurring in Jon Plapp’s works,
and in Margo Lewer’s plexiglass sculptures from the 1970s.
In this case, the room itself has become the artwork, a big neon installation. Even the green exit sign appears as
part of the concept, and the black compositional framework of the glass wall doesn’t seem coincidental. It all goes
hand in hand. It’s fascinating and beautiful!
What holds it all together is Justene Williams’ giant floor sculpture Super Concentrated Dream Fever, which is
a response to – and reflection upon – Margo Lewers’ plexiglass works. The layout of Williams’ floor installation
also makes reference to Lewer’s mosaic work around the gallery site.
Back to boring reality
After the ‘happy neon galaxy’ in the first room, the next room returns to a ‘real life back to nature boring
experience’. It’s not that Brook Andrew’s photos of birds weren’t worthy of note and the Aboriginal pukanami
pole could, under other circumstances, have caught my attention, but after visiting another more colourful and
lively planet, life on earth just seems rather boring.
Amelie Frederiksen
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The Festival of Free Spaces
Sydney’s budding art and culture scene has generated a push for experimentation and innovation with artists
increasingly moving beyond the traditional white walls of the gallery space. The use of empty, public spaces
for temporary projects by artists in Sydney is rising and The Festival of Free Spaces, presented as part of
‘The Sydney Fringe in September 2011, was a celebration of the endless possibilities available in the creative
use of public space.
This artist-run initiative introduces creativity to forgotten public spaces within Sydney’s inner west. Chris
Lego, an artist based in Newtown, produced the festival with assistance from a large collective of other Sydney
based artists, writers and thinkers. Lego has been living in the inner west for over twelve years, and in that
time, he has become an active contributor to its creative community. His first experience participating in a
public cultural event was through the Reclaim the Streets parties, which first began to occur in Sydney in 1997.
Since then, Lego’s involvement in organising public cultural events has evolved, and he is now behind other
events, including the Newtown DIY Market, a very successful free market held every month as a platform for
local art, culture and secondhand wares.
Artist-run initiatives are not for profit, artist run
spaces that play a vital role in supporting emerging artists. In Australia, they emerged nationally
in the 1970s as means of extending from the
restrictions of public museums and commercial
galleries. They create a platform for experimentation, innovative ideas and creativity that is
unrestricted by commercial and public expectations, encouraging diversity and critical feedback. They are community based and the people
that participate in them are extremely passionate
about contemporary art, supporting independent
artists and bringing innovative ideas to the
community.
I Love Free Parties © Jennifer Dooley, 2011

The recent symposium We Are Here, developed and run by the National Association for the Visual Arts
(NAVA) and First Draft Gallery, one of Sydney’s longest running artist-run initiatives, acknowledged the
important role that artist-run initiatives play in Australia. It took place from 1 – 4 September 2011 and
featured a gathering of artists, curators and directors. Over 44 influential speakers presented various talks
relating to the maintenance, growth, ideas and potential of the artist-run initiative in Australia. Brigid Noone,
an Adelaide based independent artist and curator, presented ‘Space/No Space’, a talk which explored existing
nomadic, project based, public and site-specific artist-run initiatives in Australia. Noone specifically
examined the future sustainability of these projects for inner city artists. The use of public space is quickly
becoming a viable option for artist-run initiatives and it benefits everyone involved, bringing culture and
creativity to the wider community.
The Festival of Free Spaces makes an important statement about the use of public space. It highlights the
importance of the use of it, how accessible it is and should be and questions the restrictions that are placed
upon using it. Chris Lego stresses that common public space is extremely important and should be used more.
However, the eternal fight for the use of it with public liability insurance and other restrictions means that
many great ideas cannot go ahead. It is important for governments to realise that the unrestricted use of
public space is essential in the development of culturally rich communities. The Festival of Free Spaces
emphasises this. Making creative use of public space uncovers elements of a neighbourhood that are easily
forgotten about. It celebrates communities and shows people what is possible with a little creativity.
The festival is accessible to everyone, and engages with those outside the small arts community, something
that is not necessarily possible for an art or cultural event held in an institution or gallery space.
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Three main events made up the Festival of Free Spaces – Pop Up Festival, Artcore Guerilla Art Fair and Reclaim
the Lanes. It was the first time that all three were brought together under one name, a fusion of previous ideas
that had been developing throughout events in the inner west over recent years. Promotion around the festival
was slightly secretive, as Lego believes it is exciting for people not to know exactly where an event will be held
until a few hours beforehand. Artists and members of the local community have come together out of pure
passion to bring free, accessible, fun and creative events to the public.
The Pop Up Festival on Friday 9
September was an unpredictable street
celebration, occurring on the opening
night of The Sydney Fringe. It celebrated
the culture and spirit of the inner west
and kick-started a month of performance,
music and visual arts as part of The
Sydney Fringe. Last year was the first
time the Pop Up Festival was run, drawing in over 500 people and claiming the
title of The Sydney Fringe’s best free
event in 2010. The Pop Up Festival was a
night of surprises, roving street performers, music and a giant treasure hunt.
The Artcore Guerrilla Art Fair on
Thursday 15 September was a night
market incorporating music, drinks
Artcore – Guerilla Art Fair © Martin Andersen, 2011
and 30 independent local artists selling
their work to the public. The Festival of
Free Spaces insists on keeping events
free for the public, as well as for the artists who participate. As such, the Artcore Guerrilla Art Fair was free for
artists, enabling them to sell their work directly to the public and completely cutting out the role of the
commercial gallery. The artists did not need to pay the large fees common when renting a market stall or a
gallery space and they were able to keep all of the money made from the sale of their works. Local art galleries
Hardware Gallery and I Heart Gallery volunteered to help source artists through their contacts, which resulted
in a wide variety of local artists working across a range of different mediums.
Reclaim the Lanes on Saturday 24 September was an afternoon exploration of the forgotten lanes of Newtown.
Meeting at Peace Park in Newtown, a convoy of wheelie-bin mobile sound systems, musicians, performers and
anyone who wished to join in stopped in two laneways for an hour each, resulting in a unique party and
celebration of the area and its community. Chris Lego claims that the event is about laying open the whole
laneway and seeing what transpires – how visitors choose to engage with Reclaim the Lanes really determines
its final from. A giant game of croquet and a performance from a four-piece string quartet occurred on the day,
with visitors encouraged to bring anything that might add to the fun. Reclaim the Lanes made a real effort to be
child friendly with hundreds of glow sticks, bubble machines and 2000 pieces of chalk present on the day. This
completely changed the atmosphere of the laneway party, allowing everyone to become involved and encouraging children to be creative and spontaneous.
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The Sydney Fringe is Sydney’s alternative festival for the visual and performing arts, and this was its second year in its current form. Taking part in The Sydney Fringe has been beneficial for the Festival of Free
Spaces, as it has given them the opportunity to apply for funding from Marrickville Council and to approach venues as an official event. It has resulted in receiving funding for an event that Lego and his crew
would have paid for themselves, as they have done with similar events in the past. The Dendy Cinema in
Newtown opened their car park for free to host the Artcore Guerrilla Art Fair, making an
effort to clear out all cars. Chris Lego identified this as a special thing, as the space had never been used to
host a creative event before. In addition to local government funding and local businesses offering spaces
and access to power, an honest relationship was formed between the event and the local
police to assist in its success. Many contributed their
spare time to make it all happen purely for the love
of it, resulting in an event that reflected community
spirit and altruism and had no room for aggression
or exclusivity.
Artist run initiatives are important for Sydney’s art
and culture due to their willingness to take risks and
experiment. They also have the ability to eliminate
the sense of exclusivity that can often exist within
Sydney’s art scene. Chris Lego has done exactly this
with the Festival of Free Spaces, a unique event that
makes the arts more accessible and gives local, independent artists the chance to show their work to a
wider audience. He emphasises the fact that it is not
about what he has done ¬– it is about the network of
people that have joined forces to make it happen.

Newtown Lanes Reclaimed © Jennifer Dooley, 2011

It is this collective nature that means anyone can do it. The Festival of Free Spaces provides a very suitable
model for cultural events in public spaces and it is clear that temporary artist-run events have the potential
to lead the way in Sydney’s cultural scene.
Amy Bortolazzo
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The sculptor who challenged everything
In 1969 founder and influential member of the arte poveramovement, Jannis Kounellis, placed 12
horses in L’Attico Gallery in Rome. 41 years later a horse named Moose (and his handler, Jack) form
part of Bianca Hester’s ambitious 2010 sculpture; Please leave these windows open overnight to enable
the fans to draw in cool air during the early hours of the morning, at Victoria’s ACCA.
Despite the time and physical distance separating these exhibitions, the practices of these two artists
share many similarities. Kounellis and other artists of arte povera challenged the idea of art as static, as
a commodity. They questioned formal limitations, materials, the role of space and viewer. This is
Hester’s starting point for challenging everything.
Bianca Hester (b.1975) graduated from RMIT in the 90s, returning to earn her PhD in 2007. A lecturer
in Sculpture and Spatial Practice at Victorian College of the Arts, she co-founded a number of
Melbourne’s most innovative artist run initiatives including OSW and CLUBS project. Writings reveal
an artist who is prolific, inquisitive, intellectual and passionate.
While Hester draws from a number of rich theoretical veins and fields of practice, including arte povera,
her work strongly defies classification, resulting in sculptures that are often complex, raw, and
challenging. Hester’s art is not for the passive; it demands engagement, participation and dialogue. This
occurs between collaborators and with performers or participative audience members – Hester’s
preferred approach to making art is as a collective activity.
In Hester’s ACCA exhibition a sign hung on the wall stating “actions will occur intermittently”.
Invigilators were given activities to undertake periodically such as turning off the lights, lying down,
kicking a ball or blowing a whistle. They were also asked to write down audience actions. These were
then scripted and performed by others on a set day and time.
The inclusion of others such as invigilators, audience, collaborators and friends doesn’t mean Hester
is absent from the work. Earlier sculptures such as Line Drawing (2008), Provisional devices for the
production of a propositional living space (2007) and Project Projects (2006 and 2008), have seen her
periodically working, performing and occasionally ‘living’ in her exhibitions.
According to friend and collaborator, Charlie Sofo, “…the human and animal bodies that appear [in
Hester’s work]… are present as a constant test and as an ongoing dialogue and negotiation with the
world”. For ACCA, Hester had originally envisioned her horse being unleashed to run through the
Melbourne city streets. Containing the horse in the space however, with all the unpredictability that
animals bring, ensured that the outside world was very present.
There is a certain vulnerability to Hester’s art. This could be attributed to the dichotomy in her practice.
The act of creating sculpture that is political and theoretically challenging and at the same time playfully
engaging could leave audiences confused. Her commitment to practice however shines through.
Renay Ringma
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Performance Artist Runs Rings Around the Rest
In June 2011, the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art took a considerable risk. As part of their
‘Pop-up’ Program, the ACCA selected three contemporary Australian performance artists to gatecrash
the 54th Venice Biennale’s opening weekend. With no secure venue, the plan was to surprise and
intrigue the most influential figures in the art world with strategically orchestrated public programs
that would garner attention for contemporary art practice in Australia. Among the three artists
representing the best of what Australia has to offer in contemporary performance was Melbournebased conceptual artist, Stuart Ringholt.
Ringholt’s ACCA selection and surprise entry into the 54th Venice Biennale is only one in a long list of
credentials that mark his growing potential to lead contemporary art practice in Australia. With
fourteen solo exhibitions to date and a lengthy list of significant group exhibitions, including the recent
2011 Singapore Biennale, Open House, Ringholt has worked hard to establish himself as a figure in
Australian performance art to be followed with anticipation. Interested in exploring the very limits of
contemporary art as a tool for self-improvement and personal change, Ringholt’s practice is incredibly
expansive — encompassing sculpture, performance, workshop facilitation and video.
In 2008, he was commissioned by international curator Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev for the 16th
Biennale of Sydney, Revolutions: Forms that Turn. His contribution to the event was a series of
participatory anger-management workshops in which Ringholt encouraged attendees to get explosively
angry for five minutes then alternately embrace an unfamiliar partner for another five minutes. Based
on Aum meditation, a twelve-stage meditation process, Ringholt’s Anger Workshops experimented
with the relationship between art and therapy, combining emotional disclosure and audience
collaboration, two elements common to his wider art practice. With an overall aim to help his
participants rid their lives of excessive anger and negativity, Anger Workshops is exemplary of the
performance-based, participatory, process-orientated works of art that have come to define Ringholt as
an artist.
Behind Ringholt’s motivation to infuse high art with techniques of group therapy and notions of selfimprovement however, is a very troubled personal history. After spending most of his early twenties
travelling, Ringholt found himself in India where excessive hashish use culminated in drug-induced
psychosis, and later, full-time psychiatric care. During this time, Ringholt centered himself by
exploring his illness through art making — a move that ultimately guided him to full recovery. He has
since dedicated himself to creating participatory projects that offer his audience the same benefits.
Whether walking in public for twenty minutes with toilet paper dangling from the back of his pants
or leading tours of an exhibition naked, Ringholt willingly exposes personal weakness and explores
feelings of fear through ‘regression reenactments’ that return to moments of difficulty based on past
experience. It is this process of openly addressing troubling issues, and encouraging his audience to do
the same, that provides a path to self-improvement and personal growth. It is also this process that has
generated a reputation for Ringholt as a leading contemporary figure who is actively challenging and
expanding the parameters of contemporary art as we know it. It is fair to say that at this current rate of
growing infamy and recognition, Ringholt will not need to sneak himself into the next Venice Biennale.
He will be openly asked to participate.
Megan Hillyer
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The Contemporary Art Gallery: equal access for all?
Five guards dressed in crisp police-like uniforms stand tall, dotted evenly across the entry foyer. Their
eyes follow my every move through the large glass doors as I enter their terrain. A guard storms up to
me and tells me that I have to check in my bag in as it is larger than the accepted 30x30cm dimensions. I
reluctantly hand over it over and receive a number printed on laminated card that smells mildly of
disinfectant. My plastic water bottle is confiscated and thrown into the rubbish bin. I move away from the
desk and once again the guard’s eyes fix on my every move. I pretend I know what I am doing and where
I am going but I can’t remember the last time I visited an art gallery. There are no signs in sight and I am
lost but I don’t dare ask for directions. My footsteps echo in the large atrium that spans 3 levels. People
gaze down from the floors above. Are they staring at me? They look so at ease. I feel small – a dot – in a
large, unfamiliar, open space. I mutter under my breath ‘this place is not for people like me‘ and I return
to the bag check, hand over my ticket, collect my bag and exit the building all under the watchful eye of
the guards.
Accessibility, community engagement, and cultural diversity are terms that have been central to Australian
political debate over the past three decades. This has resulted in the formation of a number of government
cultural development policies prompting Australian cultural institutions (public art galleries, museums,
libraries, and heritage organisations) to provide equal access to services for all citizens. According to
Richard Sandell, Head of Museum Studies at the University of Leicester, cultural institutions and more
specifically, art galleries are paying increased attention to their audience by focusing on ‘representation,
access and participation’. There is now emphasis placed on attracting traditionally under-represented
groups including ethnic minorities, physical and intellectually disabled people, economically disadvantaged communities and the old and the young. Many art galleries are allocating significant resources to
audience research in an effort to better understand their visitors and identify barriers that exclude certain
groups from visiting their institutions. Through these findings potential audiences are identified and
appropriate programs and initiatives are being developed to target these groups. However, despite these
recent developments there is little evidence to suggest that the ‘typical’ visitor to public art galleries in
Australia has changed. As stated by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (2011), the research findings vary,
yet overwhelmingly the ‘typical’ visitor is well educated, English speaking and middle class.
The Australian Council for the Arts confirmed last year that there is still a large portion of the population
who consider art galleries to be inaccessible, irrelevant and elitist. The real or perceived barriers to visiting
the art gallery are complex and interrelated and include, but are not limited to: external or situational
factors (physical barriers, cost and timing); personal factors (personal feeling, perceptions of the
experience being irrelevant, unwelcoming, challenging, ‘not for me’); and product specific factors (cost of
attending; the physical location; limited information being provided; signage; frontline staff). As evident
in the introductory narrative, the visitor experience can be negatively impacted by a number of factors
indicating that a successful strategy requires an integrated approach across all departments (marketing,
education, public programs, design and frontline staff).
Who are these ‘people like me’?
According to the Australian Bureau of Statistic’s report in 2010, the number of Australians attending art
galleries is increasing steadily with 25% of Australians’ (aged 15 years and over) visiting a public art gallery
in 2009-10 compared with 23% in 2005-6. The figures also show that participation increases dramatically
for higher income groups with higher educational status. According to the report, those who have never
visited an art gallery (non-visitors) are overwhelmingly represented by lower income earners who left
school before completing grade twelve. Non-visitors are also more likely to be male, have English as a
second language (ESL), and reside in regional areas. These findings demonstrate that irrespective of recent
art policies and cultural initiatives, visiting art museums remains a fairly restricted social practice.
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A recent study conducted by this year by The Australian Council for the Arts
notes that while Australian’s perceptions towards the arts are becoming more
positive, there are still strongly held beliefs that the arts ‘requires understanding
to appreciate them fully’, and that arts ‘attract people who are somewhat elitist or
pretentious’. Efforts to breakdown the elitist image and consequently increase participation
in under-represented groups have not made a significant impact to the ‘typical’ or ‘regular’
visitor profile. It seems that public art galleries, although offering free entry, maintain the illusion
of democratic access, while in practice they still cater for the visitor who is well educated, English
speaking and middle class.
Breaking down the barriers for ‘people like me’
Are museums forever destined to reinforce class and cultural structures? Or can they break down
barriers and become more socially inclusive? In addressing this problem, public art galleries have
initiated a number of strategies to try and attract ‘non-visitors’ to the gallery.
One such example is the Queensland Art Gallery’s recent exhibition21st Century: Art in the First Decade
(December-April 2011). The exhibition was a free-entry, collection-based show surveying contemporary
art of the last decade. The exhibition occupied the entire Gallery of Modern Art (GoMA) with more than
200 works by over 140 artists from more than 40 countries. 21st Century: Art in the First Decade had
broad appeal with a number of large-scale participatory works that could be easily interpreted and enjoyed
by a range of audiences without prior contemporary art knowledge. This was particularly evident with the
Carsten Höller Left/Right Slide that had a strong presence in the large entry foyer of GoMA. The two
spiral slides spanned three levels of the gallery and allowed kids and adults to slide down what the artist
calls the ‘happiness producing machine’. Visitors were also invited to sit down and collaboratively build
a giant white Lego city in Olafur Eliasson’s The cubic structural evolution project 2004, take a wish from
Rivane Neuenschwander colourful ribbon wall, I wish your wish, and enjoy a coffee in the Internet Memes
lounge – located prominently in the exhibition space – before exploring the other 197 works. GoMA was
alive and buzzing with the sound of laughter and sheer excitement echoing throughout the building. This
exhibition painted a very different picture to the visitor experience evoked in the introductory narrative.
There was not a guard in sight and staff were dressed in exhibition branded t-shirts positioned throughout
the entry foyer loaded with information brochures.
The show attracted unprecedented attendance figures with over 451,041 visitors over a 20 week period
(despite being closed for 5 weeks during the Brisbane January floods). Tony Ellwood (2010), Director of
the Queensland Art Gallery commented ‘the exhibition demonstrated that contemporary art in the
twenty-first century was a very inclusive and varied experience, engaging the widest possible public
through ideas, direct experience, spectacle and narrative’. To assist different audiences with interpreting
the exhibition, multiple platforms were utilized to connect audiences with contemporary art and ideas in
ways which were meaningful and relevant. The various platforms included: interactive and online
engagement through the comprehensive website, social media sites, live webcasts, exhibition-specific blog
and iPhone applications; didactics panels (adults and children-specific), and a suite of publications (adult
and children-specific); extensive public programs including artist talks and workshops; volunteer guided
tours; targeted education programs including MyGen 50+ and New Wave Teens; three cinema programs;
and the extensive Kids program including the 10 day Kids Festival. By offering multiple modes of
interpretation the exhibition spoke, using the words of sociologist Nick Prior, to the ‘critic as well as the
tourist, the artist as well as the ‘ordinary visitor’ and in its design it strived for ‘interpretation’ and
‘contemplation’ as well as ‘spectacle’ and ‘experience’’.
Perhaps because of its popularity, the exhibition received mixed reviews. Whilst some welcomed the broad
appeal and hailed the participatory nature of the exhibition, others criticised the Queensland Art Gallery
for turning contemporary art into ‘mass entertainment’. Christopher Allen, the Australian’s conservative
art critic, emphasised this, ‘it is a kind of achievement to lure such people from the shopping centre to the
art gallery, but they have to be entertained with gimmicks and bright colours…The [exhibition] lacks real
thinking’. As stated in Rosemary Neil’s article in the Australian, to this Ellwood responded: ‘there are a lot
of people who seem to think that engaging children, and large numbers of teenagers, young adults in their
20s, is something to be dismissive of . . .
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I see 20-year-olds walking in with their mates, by choice — I’m just proud of that…they sense that there’s
an inclusiveness and a welcome here that other people seem to find almost irritating’.
There’s still work to be done to welcome ‘people like me’.
Public art galleries, like other cultural institutions, have experienced rapid change over the past three
decades requiring new management approaches and evolving work practices (Sandell, 1998). Increased
pressure by the government has required public arts institutions to become more inclusive, more
accessible and communal. There are some significant efforts being made by public art galleries to actively
broaden their appeal and attract diverse audiences (an example of this being GoMA’s 21st Century: Art in
the First Decade exhibition). However, these efforts do not go without harsh criticism from the media and
other arts professionals.
As indicated by the statistics presented by the ABS and the Australian Council for the Arts there is still a
lot of work to be done before art gallery’s become truly socially inclusive. While it is essential for
museums to invest in audience research and develop strategies to prevent negative audience experiences,
in the end it will need to be a collaborative effort between the arts sector professionals, government,
media and the community. It will take
time, effort and commitment to shed the traditional image of ‘elitism’ and ‘exclusion’ and ensure that
‘people like me’ feel welcome to roam freely within the public art gallery. Whether or not this can become
a reality remains to be seen.
Aleema Ash
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The Real National Cultural Policy Debate
As the Federal Government calls for submissions on the proposed National Cultural Policy, now is an ideal time
to talk about cultural policy in Australia.
This is an opportunity to contribute to the cultural policy that will shape government decisions for the next 10
years. A chance to consider and debate whether Australian arts and culture are headed in the right direction and
what is required of a National Cultural Policy.
For many years the cries of the arts and heritage sector have gone unheard. Despite the fact that the creative and
cultural industries contribute more to the national GDP than industries such as fishing, forestry or agriculture
there has been no guiding policy to direct government support and funding.
The last time Australia had a cultural policy was Keating’s Creative Nation almost two decades ago. To put this
in perspective, when the last cultural policy was released in 1994, the potential of the Internet as a forum for arts
and culture had not even been dreamt of. This is long before Google, Youtube, blogs, or social networking sites.
The Internet is not the only major change in this time. The cultural neglect of the Howard era has meant that for
11 years government policy and funding failed to keep pace with the changing needs of artists and audiences. The
result has been seriously detrimental to Australian culture.
Many individuals, organisations and communities have battled on despite government disinterest and chronic
underfunding. Their efforts have kept the sector alive but there is room for vast improvement. Put simply, there
is a lot of catching up to do.
In 2009 the Labour Government announced it would be delivering on its election promise to develop a new
national cultural policy. The announcement was greeted with enthusiasm by many of those in the arts but as yet
we are still waiting for the final policy.
Industry support groups such as National Association for Visual Artists (NAVA) have long been advocating for a
national cultural policy. NAVA together with many other organisations, including the Arts Law Centre of
Australia and the Council for the Humanities Arts and Social Sciences, made detailed submissions to previous
Arts Minister, Peter Garrett, in 2010. It is these initial submissions that inform the current draft policy.
Simon Crean, current Minister for the Arts, released the National Cultural Policy Discussion Papers on the 11th
of August 2011, inviting Australians to make submissions in a second round of consultation, before the final
Policy is released in 2012. Also recently released are the Strategic Digital Industry Plan: Creative Industries, a
Strategy for 21st Century Australia, the Review of the Protection of Movable Cultural Heritage Act 1986 and
Regulations, the National Arts and Disability Strategy and the Convergence Review Discussion Papers.
This recent spate of policy papers, discussion papers, submissions and reviews has left many wondering if the
Government will ever stop producing documents long enough to implement any of the policies. But there is a
reason for this seemingly endless consultation process. As the slow moving bureaucratic machine finally takes
the arts seriously and the wheels of change are set in motion, there are a lot of creases to iron out.
All this talk will not necessarily solve the problem, but considering how long the arts and culture have been
ignored these discussions are a good starting point. To be fair, the current Government has done more than just
talk about the arts. The Government has made important advances by introducing resale royalty rights and
redrafting the sedition laws, which were in danger of restricting artistic freedom. They have also increased
Federal arts funding, providing much needed support for new grants and programs. Unfortunately for NSW, this
new funding comes at a time when their State Government is cutting small arts grants funding and film funding.
So where does that leave the National Cultural Policy? The proposed cultural policy does not address Australian
culture as a whole but a narrower definition of culture, specifically core arts, creative industries and cultural
heritage. While cultural economist, Professor Throsby makes a strong case for a general cultural policy addressing an overarching approach to culture, this kind of policy is beyond the scope of current review.
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Reactions to the Discussion Paper have been mixed and many individuals and organisations are still preparing their responses. Cultural commentators have described the papers as naïve, limited, ‘thin on details’, even
‘content-less gobbledygook’. What the Paper does address is the need for the arts to reflect modern Australia,
the importance of Indigenous heritage, support for innovation in ideas and technologies, increased access and
participation, assistance for those who excel in their field, international engagement, and increased social and
economic engagement with other sectors: all admirable aims.
The naysayers have a point. The four goals of the Paper do appear to be a mishmash of different ideas bundled
together.
Ben Eltham, writing for ‘Crikey’, ‘Arts policy converging into a government hash’, quotes an unnamed senior
state government arts policy advisor admitting ‘the goals are a bit of a dog’s breakfast’ and many would agree.
Four goals for culture for the next 10 years is far too limited. It sounds like someone decided four goals would
be a good structure and then set about squashing as many of the cultural needs of Australia as they could into
those few bullet points. A brief look at the wording of the goals themselves and the problems become clear.
Goal 1. ‘To ensure that what the Government supports — and how this support is provided —
reflects the diversity of a 21stcentury Australia, and protects and supports Indigenous
Culture.’
Australia’s rich aboriginal heritage is an integral part of its diversity. This goal however is the only one to
mention Indigenous Australians directly and it does so by tacking the entire issue on to the end of another
aim. It is widely recognised that the concerns facing Indigenous arts and culture are extremely complex and
unique. These issues need to be addressed specifically rather than as an add-on to general ideas of diversity.
For example, the Paper identifies indigenous language as an area requiring a policy of ‘maintenance and
revival’ yet this is not mentioned once in the goal relating to Indigenous Australians.
Goal 2. ‘To encourage the use of emerging technologies and new ideas that support the
development of new artworks and the creative industries, and that enable more people to
access and participate in arts and culture.’
By combining these objectives, the issue of participation becomes secondary to that of innovation. Increased
participation through innovation sounds great but what about methods that have been successful in the past?
It is important to focus on participation as a goal in itself. The mainstream focus of the Paper acknowledges
the concerns of the arts and cultural industries about the need to encourage more participation and at the
same time quotes the ABS statistic of 90% participation in culture without question. This statistic is misleading. It includes watching television and films as arts participation. A policy that aims to promote Australian
culture needs to take into account local content. It should also give less weight to such passive forms of
cultural consumption, given that the social and economic benefits referred to in the paper relate almost
exclusively to active participation.
Goal 3. ‘To support excellence and world-class endeavour, and strengthen the role that the
arts play in telling Australian stories both here and overseas.’
The only benchmarks of excellence provided are Academy and Grammy awards. Most people would
recognise that these awards do not necessarily relate to excellence in the arts but rather commercial success.
Promoting Australian stories is a commendable objective that will succeed through support for touring and
international exposure. Celebrities in line for major industry awards are not where funding should be focused.
Nor should celebrity status be seen as necessary for artistic success. Excellence should be encouraged through
recognition of developed skills and ingenuity as well as for exceptional arts projects and community engagement.
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Goal 4. ‘To increase and strengthen the capacity of the arts to contribute to our society
and economy.’
This goal encompasses an extensive array of objectives. Among those mentioned in the paper are the
role of education in the arts and the connection of arts and culture to other sectors and government
initiatives. One key area in realising the goal has been ignored. The role of support agencies such as
NAVA and the Arts Law Council is essential to strengthening the arts. These types of organisations are
critically underfunded and many other smaller organisations rely exclusively on the work of volunteers.
Without increased funding to such organisations, the benefits of developing better policy and increased
legal protection for artists and cultural producers will be limited.
Many other challenges remain for the policy to overcome.
Although more Australians than ever are engaging with arts and culture, the view that the arts are
elitist remains prevalent. As a country with vast regional and rural areas, access remains a very real
issue. The division of powers and funding by federal, state, and local government who traditionally
share responsibility for promotion of the arts means that for the policy to succeed a high level of
cooperation is required.
The omission of any mention of copyright law in the paper is a mystery. Simon Crean has said that as
intellectual property policy falls under the umbrella of the Attorney General’s department, it is not
within the scope of the National Cultural Policy. A policy which relies on collaboration yet does not have
the support of other departments is cause for serious concern. Other Arts Ministry publications, such as
the Strategic Digital Industry Plan, are able to engage with intellectual property concerns,
calling into question the government’s commitment to a National Cultural Policy.
The Minister for the Arts has also admitted that at this point no extra funding is planned to implement
the policy. Whilst better allocation of existing funds in line with an overall guiding policy is essential
it will not solve the problem of underfunding. In a country where defence spending is triple the entire
spending of three levels of government on arts, culture and heritage including the ABC, community
radio, and all public libraries, surely we can spare a few more dollars to kick start the new National
Cultural Policy.
Taken as a whole, the paper presents some exciting areas for policy change. Australian arts and
culture are finally beginning to command some of the attention they deserve. This is an opportunity to
advocate for a stronger arts sector and better funding which our cultural industries desperately need.
The proposed policy is far from perfect but now is the chance to suggest improvements and be involved
in insuring that the creative industries, core arts and cultural heritage are a required consideration in
government decisions.
Dale Maxwell-Smith
Further Reading:
The National Cultural Policy Discussion Paper
http://culture.arts.gov.au/discussion-paper
NAVA
http://www.artshub.com.au
Ben Eltham, Arts policy converging into a government hash
http://www.crikey.com.au/2011/09/23/arts-policy-converging-into-a-government-hash/
Scott O’Hara, What’s a new National Cultural Policy for?
http://www.artshub.com.au
Helen O’Neil, Ratbags at the Gates
http://griffithreview.com

Why Art Goes Underground
We are sitting in the Courthouse. On the bench is one of Australia’s most awarded photographic artists.
Dean Sewell is admitting to illegally postering Sydney’s new Louis Vuitton building with 3.7 metre high black and white
photographs.
Luckily the Courthouse we are in is a
favourite watering hole, the Courthouse
Hotel in Sydney’s inner west, because the
Louis Vuitton confession isn’t the only one
Sewell is making today.
Representation by Charles Hewitt Gallery,
winning two consecutive Moran
Contemporary Photographic Art Prizes and
a forthcoming major exhibition at the
Museum of Sydney has not softened Sewell’s
activism.
Sewell talks about the restrictions of
formal gallery spaces and why art goes
underground.
Portrait of Dean Sewell © Tamara Dean, 2004
Renay Ringma: What are some of the
limitations of formal gallery spaces, whether commercial or traditional galleries?
Dean Sewell: Traditionally, guerrilla art just didn’t rate economically. A commercial gallery is economically driven.
They’re there for a purpose, to sell work. If you go back 20 years, street art was not economically viable. It’s really taken a
big swing because they realise its popularity.
In more traditional hoity-toity establishments, a guerrilla-esque artwork and the issues that it addresses are not the types
of work that people are going to buy and put on their walls. People with money are conservative; they will go for the more
conservative types of art. That’s probably the biggest limitation, is the economics of art.
RR: For artists who aren’t into political or challenging content, but still want to look outside of the gallery
structure, is it economics?
DS: Big names, like Swoon, Banksy, Kill Pixie, people have seen how their work has transformed from just
purely street work into thousands of dollars, millions of dollars in the case of Banksy.
So a lot of people are realising that there are opportunities for them to make a name, to gain exposure by
putting their work on the street. It wasn’t an option years ago. But it’s changed so much now. One good example is a
young Australian guy, Dan, who goes under the auspice of Ears. He started the Oh Really Gallery in
Enmore. That’s now folded because he’s made that transition through street art into a mainstream gallery.
RR: So it’s a stepping-stone?
DS: Yeah. People see it as a really viable way to bypass the bullshit, like having to schmooze and piss in people’s pockets
to make your entry through the commercial set; they use the streets as a canvas to gain recognition. If you can harness
that recognition you’ll have people knocking on your door.
RR: Melbourne artist, Bianca Hester, who works a lot on the street, talks about [traditional] gallery models as violent – a
totalising model that everyone has to fit into and as a result people bastardise their practice.
Do people adjust their practice to fit into the gallery framework?
DS: Eventually they all move over. They have to because you can’t have such a transient form, how do you make your
money from it? Once you develop the reputation, it starts changing. It’s like a lot of street artists. Their stuff goes straight
onto a wall. Once they get a reputation, all of a sudden it goes on the canvas because it has to sell.
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“The visual arts can play a more important role than just satisfy one’s narcissistic tendencies.”
RR: Art takes on different attributes when it moves from a white-walled, white-cubed, formal space to where it’s competing
with everyday life.
Is that attractive for you?
DS: Well I do things for different reasons. The visual arts can play a more important role than just satisfy one’s narcissistic
tendencies.
Certain art forms belong more in the public domain than others. They’re more appropriate to be there because of the issues
they’re addressing.
A lot of the stuff that ends up in galleries is purely aesthetic. It’s all that really drives it. There’s no greater meaning behind
it. Of course they’ll spin it to give it meaning but that’s always post production. Essentially what people want and what
they’re willing to pay for is just the aesthetic.
RR: You’ve done an illegal installation in Sydney Park, your [David Hicks] Hills Hoist installation. What was the attraction
of doing that outside a formal gallery?
DS: I’m just not satisfied with being a passive observer on the sidelines of the political process. I want to be an active
participant. I want to be able to influence people and counteract spin by governments.
The spin that we had on the Hicks issue was one that I just couldn’t tolerate. My purpose was to give people a moment of
pause like a circuit breaker in the spin cycle to allow people to think about an issue.
I’m not going to get an installation like that in a high-end gallery. I’m not recognised as a sculptor or that type of artist.
Imagine me trying to have a Hills Hoist put in the MCA? If I was the right person, sure.
So my only outlook is the public domain. But that’s where I want to be. I’ve got the opportunity there, to really influence
public opinion. I can drive it through the media.
I love that area that exists between the mainstream and the underground. I can do a guerrilla-esque type illegal sculpture
installation and drive it through mainstream.
RR: There’s lots of ways to do political protest but you’re utilising an extension of the medium that you’re familiar with. Is
that because of comfort or because you know that’s going to get people’s attention?
DS: It’s the beauty of the visual arts. The visual arts can play a more important role in helping people to interpret complex
political social environment issues. I’m just not happy leaving it up to the political flunkies, bureaucrats and spin doctors
to tell us, this is how it is.
There’s a role in the visual arts and it goes beyond just the aesthetic. From the outset, I wanted to have a role in the political
process. How could I do that? By having the ability to change public opinion through the visual medium.
RR: What is your experience of artist run initiatives that are either squatting in buildings or utilising buildings that are
zoned for manufacturing or for other purposes. What’s the reason for them establishing?
DS: The collective really works. It helps just associating
yourself with other people for lots of reasons. You bring a whole new audience to your work.
The two collectives that come to mind are Salmagundi and Tortuga Studios. They came about by the breakup of MEKanarky,
which used to be in an old Streets ice-cream factory. They started as an anarchist art collective and had about 30 odd artists.
When they split they couldn’t find a place big enough in Sydney to come together. So they formed two new entities.
“Let’s face it, how many anarchist art collectives are thriving in Paddington? Not a lot.”
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RR: Is space the attraction for those communities or is it more monetary?
DS: Definitely monetary. 10 years ago there were a lot more collectives habituating the inner city. They’ve been pushed
out.
The physicality of your immediate landscape is really beneficial to your practice as well. Let’s face it, how many anarchist
art collectives are thriving in Paddington? Not a lot. That’s why industrial complexes are really good for collectives, like
big warehouses, because you can have artists working all night with residents not complaining.
As cities rezone, it becomes harder and harder for big collectives to have spaces like that because they get pushed further
and further afield to a point where it’s fine if you’re working in Campbelltown but how many people are going to go to
Campbelltown for a night to see a show of relatively unknown artists? Not many.
RR: What are the implications?
DS: The truly creative people, the people that have real vision, they’ll always find a way to make things happen somewhere. But what happens is people are attracted to areas because they’re creative. But then they force out the very thing
that attracted them there in the first place.
The creative side of things gets pushed to the peripheries.
We’ve lost heaps of collectives, little collectives because they got squeezed out of the inner West areas – like Redfern,
Chippendale – those areas where all the warehouses are now converted into apartments.
RR: Frasers who are doing the Brewery site, are lobbying Council to retain studio space for artists and all the laneways
around the area because that’s a selling point for them.
DS: Yeah. One of the actions we did was put some photos up on a building in town. It just looked so perfect, a complete
empty façade. There were four photographers I got together to put up four big panels, at 4:30 in the morning, 3.7 metre
black and white photos.
When we put it up we were hassled by the building site managers when they started work at 6:30 in the morning. The guy
said to me, who’s your contact in the Council? I ended up saying Vivienne Westwood and the guy said, who’s that? He
goes, do you realise who’s building this is? I said no. He said it’s the new Louis Vuitton building. Oh really, who’s he? He
goes you don’t know who Louis Vuitton is? I said, well if you don’t know who Vivienne Westwood is…
So we got the hell out of there. The next day they had it all ripped down. But Louis Vuitton are now actively chasing us.
RR: They want you to reinstall?
DS: No, because they think that we’re some rogue advertising company that is riding off the back of them to push through
some message. It was just art for art’s sake, nothing more. There was no political message behind it. We just thought it
would be a good place to put some photos up and that was that. Now I feel like going back.
RR: I was going to ask, what’s your next illegal art act?
DS: Well it’s probably going to be that because funnily enough, I’ve got a show in the Museum of Sydney next year on
culture jamming. So I figured it would nice to have something a bit more current.
RR: Can you tell me about that exhibition?
DS: It’s basically on a group of guys that was just starting a serious culture jamming group. I started documenting their
works; it was all very political.
We call it second-generation art because you’re using what is an artwork already to create a secondary piece of art.
For me I actually crossed the line from observer to participant. I essentially morphed into what I was documenting. So
some of the work is purely my own concept, ideas and creative process.
“The problem with the art world is they pigeon-hole you. You’re not allowed to step outside of that
square without getting flogged.”
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RR: You’ve had large exhibitions in very commercial galleries but at the same time you’re holding this underground illegal
practice that gives you a very different voice.
DS: The problem with the art world is they pigeon-hole you. You’re not allowed to step outside of that square without
getting flogged. So in the end my only means of doing certain types of artwork are outside of the formalised, gallery thing.
Who’s going to run sculpture like I want to do or something with projections?
We had a little group, two or three of us; we used to call it the Guerrilla Projection Squad. We’d go round with a projector,
laptop and generator and just set up anywhere and project onto the wall at night time.
Some nights it would be purely for art’s sake, just basically aesthetic. Other times it was really hard core political.
We had the Iraqi civilian death toll ticking over in real time on the wall in Darlinghurst with images of kids with their heads
blown off with quotes from Howard saying, the most important civil liberty both you and I can have is be free from death
and violence.
RR: That’s a good example of what Bianca Hester was saying, that galleries limit artists’ practice. You’re funnelled into the
construct of the gallery and that’s a violation of your rights. So people explode sideways and go off and doing something
that’s meaningful.
DS: Yeah, because really there’s not a lot of meaningful work that ends up in mainstream galleries. There’s just no place
for it. Who’s going to buy it? Is anybody going to have a gallery in Woollahra with a picture of an Iraqi child with its head
blown off on the wall?

Renay Ringma
Tamara Dean is represented by Tim Olsen Gallery, Sydney and James Makin Gallery, Melbourne

‘Howards’s Dirty Laundry’ - mixed media installation in Sydney Park 2006 by the ‘ Lonely Station
‘ collective to Protest the Howard Government’s
handling of David Hick’s incarceration © Dean
Sewell, 2006

Australia could benefit from some therapy
For many years I have had particular interest in humanities use of symbolic communication through art. The
field of art therapy uses art practices as a tool to understand internal confusions. The United States has wellestablished philosophies and practice, with superior training and many more opportunities for employment. Art
Therapy evolved from the pursuits of psychologists Margaret Naumberg and Edith Kramer in the US. Naumberg
“was forever pointing out that art therapy, with its use of symbolic language and imagery, was often a more
effective road to the unconscious than the usual verbal approach of psychoanalysis and dynamic psychotherapy”
(Frank, T. 1983.) Unfortunately Australia does not have adequate education and practices in the field.
I sat down with Leonie Reisberg, “probably Australia’s most qualified Art Therapist” (Reisberg, 2011. Personal
communication) to discuss the field. Reisberg has with 25 years experience, practicing for a significant period in
Brooklyn, New York before returning to Australia. Reisberg enlightened me to her philosophies and experiences
in the different countries.
Reisberg completed a bachelor if Fine Arts in Photography from RMIT, Melbourne. Reisberg’s
work is held in collection at the Art Gallery of South
Australia, The Polaroid collection in Amsterdam, the
Art Institute of Chicago and the Visual Arts Board.
After success as a visual artist “working solidly in the
industry producing works, creating shows,” the grind
of the solo path “lead to an eventual desire to give
back at 28 years old.”
Some 25 years ago, Reisberg “met Marja Boddeus
teaching the only art therapy course in Australia…
at COFA. I asked if I could sit in on the course and
she said ‘Yes’ cause people let you do that sort of
thing 25 years ago. (Laughs) Boddeus was in fact a
school psychologist at Summer Hill Primary School.
Boddeus and Reisberg ‘hit it off …and she said do
you want to come along and be my assistant so then
for a year we tried out all these different things, it
was very experimental, but at the end of the year I
realised I needed a proper education, so I thought,
I have to go back to America… so I went to New York.”

Family © Lily Slade, 2008

Resiberg applied to the Pratt Institute and New York University. She was accepted at both but chose the Pratt
Institute because it “gave the best feeling. The education was very focused. The people who were teaching had
been working in the field for 30 – 40 years experience, so, I was being taught by really experienced people. I was
lucky to have that type of education.”
“I just had such a nice feeling from the guy who ran it. He was in his 60’s and very warm and he basically said,
‘Yes, yes you can do what ever you want’, which are my favourite words. So I signed up.”
Reisberg mentioned that NYU “just didn’t feel right. NYU was less hands on, analytical and in a university,
where as the Pratt was more hands on and involved and in and taught in an art school.”
According to Reisberg, Pratt Institute students were encouraged to pursue their own therapy. As a result
Reisberg was in analysis 3 times a week for 4 years. This facilitated the opportunity for personal growth and
educational development, which Leonie believes contributes to a therapist’s success. Reisberg believes the most
effective way of learning is through experiential process, “without experience its just in your head.” It’s not enforced.
We digressed about the therapy scene in New York, which leads me to wonder if the art therapy scene is so much
more advanced there because New Yorkers honestly believe that everybody needs to be in therapy?!
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The role of a therapist is not to tell you what to do, “that’s a bad therapist.” Instead the therapist is there “to help
you come to your own realisations through your own process. My way is through using art.”
“If something is happening. If you don’t have a priest, a rabbi, a confidante, if that’s not what you have in your
life to access, you can go and see someone professionally who can help you navigate that path.” Reisberg uses art,
as pictures go beyond words and clients are able to use art to “totally pictorially say it how it is.”
Art therapy is not about process or product, one or the other, independent of each other. Art therapy is not about
producing a fine art product. An art therapist is not an art teacher. The therapist is not interested in improving
a person’s art. The process of creation is what is important to art therapy. The creative process “expressed how
I felt about…”
During therapy sessions a client is asked to look at their creations. “They created it. I didn’t create it. They created it so they have to own it.” Through therapist guided analysis the client is able to communicate that “something getting in their way… what they can’t see immediately, what they don’t want to acknowledge.”
Reisberg works primarily with children, 95% of her clients are children. The other 5% are “your normal neurotics, women like us”. She acknowledges the particular benefit of art therapy with children as if “most children
don’t want to talk about something they simply won’t, but art goes beyond that. It doesn’t lie. And it’s fun!”
As a successful therapist Reisberg recognises that in regard to well being the mind cannot be separated from
the body. “As Freud said: if you don’t have a body, you’re a nobody.” Reisberg provides an example of the intertwined nature of mind and body describing the challenges experienced by children on the ADHA and Autism
spectrum. These children often require more than one modality of therapy, struggling with physical difficulties.
“If a kid can’t be understood how can they communicate? How can they be understood? How can they integrate?”
“If a kid slumps in a chair, with no physical integrity, a clumsy child, they won’t be thanked and their feelings of
being an outsider will be enforced.”
Art therapy works on the inside while other therapies, like Occupational Therapy (OT) works on the outside,
with body boundaries. Complimenting art therapy with OT will assist a child to integrate with society and
importantly their peers.
Another group that has benefited from Reisberg’s qualification were children in hospital. For 15 years, in 2
different hospitals in NY, Leonie ran an art therapy program for the paediatric unit, “Programs for Bedside kids.
Aids kids. Crack kids. Chronic illness, like Crones disease, asthma, diabetes, as well as the Acute kids who fell out
of tress and broke their legs and were in traction for 6 weeks.”
Resiberg conducted group and bedside programs, wheeling her supplies around to conduct session providing
some respite from their confinement. The usual activities included art making sessions and sand tray play.
However, the capacity of each of the children was varied and therefore “to be a good art therapist one needs to
be extremely flexible. For example, if the child were incapacitated” – their arms and legs bound or broken or
riddled with iv’s – the plan for the session would have to be modified. Therefore the therapist would approach
the session asking the child to ‘be the brains and I’ll draw. I’m going to ask you a lot of questions and you have to
tell me exactly what you want you want me to do for you. The kids would respond with huge grins, they were so
happy. They were given an opportunity to have some control of their world when they usually feel they have no
control. The kids would ask me to draw their family or dog because they missed them.’
In response to the events of 9/11 in the US, art therapy programs were introduced to assist with rehabilitation. At
the time of the attacks Reisberg was residing and practicing in Brooklyn NY. Resiberg and a friend of hers, who
is a music therapist, ran a 6-week program on a completely voluntary basis, for the children of the fire fighters in
the neighborhood. Some of the children had completely shut down, all were extremely emotionally distressed,
however through the program the children were able to express artistically and musically their inner state. Importantly the group programs showed the children “they had each other and in a group they could share their
grief and loss.”

With more than 10 years lecturing experience in NY – Pratt Institute, Long Island
University and College of New Rochelle – and more recently at La Trobe in Melbourne
Australia, in addition to decades of private practice, Reisberg is an ideal professional to
provide advice for pursuing a career in the. If location is of little consequence Reisberg’s first
recommendation is the Pratt. “The US has well established intern programs. Fabulous mentoring
and supervisions to provide enriched, well rounded and guided education for practice.”
The professional horizon of a budding art therapist does not look good. Reisberg stresses there are simply
no jobs in Australia and this is a big problem. Resiberg has observed that students sign up and graduate
with “No full time employment opportunities. That’s a problem to go into a field where you come out, and even
though you might have loved your education, there aren’t enough employment opportunities.”
In spite of doing a lot of student supervision
she has only known 2 people to secure paid
employment. Reisberg does admit that she
is not completely patched into the art therapy
scene in Australia. Perhaps it’s not all that bad…
Perhaps, but Reisberg believes in light of the
current economic climate in the US, “no doubt
jobs are being cut left right and centre there
are still plenty more jobs in US than Australia.”
However, for some reason Australian institutes
churn out 10 – 15 graduates per year in spite
of little to no prospect of employment.
“There is no vigorous momentum here in
Australia. There’s not enough momentum, a
lack of cohesion to provide a firm direction.
There’s never been a core that’s been organised
in of itself with a leaderthat’s recognised.”

Rainbows © Lily Slade, 2011

If the luxury of studying abroad is not an option Leonie believes La Trobe University, Melbourne offers the best
tertiary art therapy program in Australia.
After speaking with Reisberg the field of art therapy maintained its potential, but the state of art therapy in Australia is disheartening. Art therapy in Australia is a long way behind the United States. Leonie believes that Australia “is only at the point NY was 20 years ago!” I wonder if Australia is only 20 years behind… Australia has a
lot of catching up to do. The quality of available education is lagging and employment opportunities are nominal.
Ideally Australia will recognize the benefits of art therapy without adopting the New York philosophy that “everybody needs to be in therapy.” Art Therapy provides the opportunity to make sense of internal conflicts experienced by the creator. Through the process of creating and consequent therapist guided reflection, artistic creations can provide insight and clarity for the creator. The benefits of art therapy, in conjunction with Australian
publications that detail the benefits of creativity on overall well-being, in addition to creativity stimulating intellectual development, makes an undeniable argument for art therapy.
There are opportunities to incorporated art therapy into public programs in hospitals, clinics, community centres, schools and drug and alcohol facilities to name a few. Each and every one of these demographics has the
potential to gain a lot from art therapy programs. However, until educational facilities and employment opportunities are at a more than satisfactory standard in Australia, the true benefit of art therapy may be missed down
under.
My parting words to Reisberg remain optimistic “…Perhaps in 20 years time, when you’re relying on your motorised Zimmer frame with Pegasus deign – I will be able to call you the matriarch, the grandmother, of Australian
art therapy.”
Anna Lumsden
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Sao Palo Museum of Art Cries for Help
The Sao Paulo Museum of Art Assis Chateubriant (MASP) is the most important museum of Western art not
only in Brazil but also in Latin America. The museum’s permanent exhibition has more than 8,000 artworks
with innumerous works by some of the best known artists in the European canon – mostly Italian and French
including Rafael, Mantegna, Botticelli, Delacroix, Renoir, Monet, Cezanne, Picasso, Modigliani, ToulouseLautrec, Van Gogh, Matisse, Chagall, Diego Rivera, Cândido Portinari, Di Cavalcanti, Anita Malfatti and
Almeida Junior. It is possible to also appreciate photographs, drawings and sculptures by Degas, Rodin,
Ernesto di Fior, Victor Brecheret. MASP is a member of the Musée D’Orsay’s 19th-century club and in 1982 it
was named a heritage site by the Historical Asset Defence Council of the state.
This important museum was the first Brazilian
museum to be recognised for the great historical
importance of its collection. MASP’s founder Pietro
Maria Bardi managed it for many years, and only left
the management post in 1996, three years before his
death.
In addition to being an important tourist destination,
for both national and international visitors, MASP
is also a cultural centre offering different activities.
These include the art school, the atelier, dance and
music festivals, theatres, debates, lectures and
courses for art teachers. It is the most visited museum in Sao Paulo with an average of 50,000 visitors
per month (Folha de Sao Paulo, April 5, 2009).

Masp2 © Eric Matsumoto Okawa, 2010

However, in the last decade, the museum has faced
some serious management problems that are directly
affecting its financial situation. In 2004, a major Sao
Paulo newspaper, Folha de Sao Paulo, released the
first article to the wider public calling attention to the
museum’s situation.

Although MASP assets are valuated in US$1 billion, just the labour debt is more than US$2 million (…) MASP
is facing a serious financial crisis.
How can an important museum like MASP be facing financial problems? Is nobody looking after the museum’s
interest? It is not a small art institution where people can pretend as though nothing is happening. It is the
biggest museum in Latin America! There are many successful museums all over the world and those who are
managing them have no secrets. A comparison of MASP with other museums brings to light the value of this
important Brazilian institution.
The Sao Paulo Museum of Art Assis Chateubriant
Sao Paulo is the fourth biggest city in the world and the largest in South Hemisphere with 1,530 km² and more
than 11 million people (CENSUS, 2010). As in all big cities, the metropolitan area also includes another 39
cities and more than 20 million people.
At the beginning of the 20th Century Sao Paulo experienced a massive population growth due to
immigration, the development of industry and the improvement of the coffee economy. The need for leisure
and free spaces immediately increased. As a result, parks, picnic areas, leisure societies, cinemas and theatres
emerged (PIRES, 2001). The city has created various cultural spaces including the Sao Paulo Museum of Art
Assis Chateubriand (MASP), the Sao Paulo Town Hall, the Museum of the Portuguese Language, the State
Art Gallery, the Brazilian Art Museum, the Afro-Brazilian Museum, the Cultural Centre and the Modern Art
Museum.
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In 1922, Sao Paulo hosted Modern Art Week, which featured important local artists such as Anita Malfatti,
Mario de Andrade, Oswald de Andrade. At that time, it was not well understood by the population, but it was
this event that afterwards raised cultural consciousness in the country and ultimately led to the creation of
MASP. 18 years later, in 1940, journalist Assis Chateaubriand collaborated with art critic Pietro Maria Bardi to
create an art museum with a brief of being revolutionary. The intention was to create not only a space to
appreciate art, but also a centre to disseminate culture and art by teaching and by offering courses to the
audience. Chateaubriand’s intention was to create “a house of painting and sculpture to constitute the interest
of our (Brazilian) people in arts” (BARDI, 1992). MASP was founded in this context, and opened on October
2nd 1947.
In 1983 a convention called First City and Culture was hosted in Sao Paulo to discuss the future of cultural
spaces, as well as their fundraising issues. At that time MASP did not attend the forum for it was selffunded. The quality of its permanent collection meant that works rented to other countries, including Japan,
were enough to maintain the institution. Unfortunately, the museum situation has since changed.
In 1995, the architect Julio Neves was elected the new president of MASP. His controversial management style
included a US$12 million reform of the building from March 1996 to September 2001. In the first years of his
management, he organised big exhibitions that attracted hundreds of thousands of visitors and inserted Brazil
in the mega-exhibition circuit. The museum exhibited The Italian Art in Brazilian Collection in 1996, Monet
and Michelangelo in Italian Art History in 1997 and Egypt – Gods’ Land in 2001, which featured more than 120
pieces from Louvre’s collection. This was the turning point.
The management of the museum did not realise that they were constructing a model that tended to concentrate
on a visiting public and consequently began to only receive sponsorship for these blockbuster events. With
no funds to compete with other institutions, there was a drop in the number of visitors. In 2004,Retrato de
Camões, a painting from Portuguese artist José de Guimarães, was deaccessioned to pay a debt of US$1.8
millions. In 2006 the museum had its electricity cut due to another US$2 million debt — this time with the state
electricity company. The museum crisis was growing and becoming a big problem with a difficult solution. In
2007, their debt was estimated to be US$6 million.
Museum Management
As with any private company, it is essential for museums to define strategies and products to be offered to
customers. For Silberberg (1994), product quality perception, originality, customer service, sustainability,
product perception, facilities, community engagement and support and management compromise are key
factors to attracting visitors to museums or cultural attractions.
Analysing from Silberberg’s perspective, MASP situation is not bad. Despite the crisis and the fact that there are
no new acquisitions, MASP holds Latin America’s biggest collection. The diversity of the works talk for
themselves in terms of originality. Service to the client and the sustainability of the institution are points that
can always be improved. Despite the problems that the museum is facing, the perception of the museum’s
artworks has not changed. The Museum’s building was designed by Lina Bo Bardi, an Italian modernist
architect. It is located in one of the city’s most important financial avenues and it is the only construction in the
world where the main body rests in four lateral pillars over a 74 meters freestanding space. The MASP problem
is clearly related to the quality of its management.
Some Solutions for MASP
Firstly, MASP should hire a professional manager.
Good management is about vision. However, museum management is unique. According to Timothy
Ambrose, “museums are for people” (1993). Besides possessing the usual qualities of a good manager, a
museum manager should always keep that point in mind. When Elizabeth Ann Macgregor took up the
Directorship of the Sydney’s Museum of Contemporary Art (MCA) in 1999, she knew she had to take the
museum’s work out to new audiences. She also knew that the MCA at that point was the only museum in Australia dedicated to contemporary art, so she used this knowledge to create a national profile for the space. Visitor
attendance at the MCA increased to over 578,900 in 2010 and came out of a difficult financial position.
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Tate Gallery in London, the Metropolitan Museum of Art (MET) in New York and the Guggenheim are
managed by specialists in the field, executives and professional cultural fundraisers. Besides that, those
institutions publish a public balance sheet annually.
Secondly, the marketing and advertising strategy should improve.
The museum should have its own brand product. MASP’s souvenir shop only sells products with the exhibition
content as notebooks, pencils and calendars. No products with the museum brand are sold. The Modern
Museum of Art (MAM) has many MAM stores located in the biggest Shopping Malls of the city, selling
designer and new artist works like necklaces, scarves and earrings.
Tourism has an important economic role in Sao Paulo. In 2009, 11.3 million people visited Sao Paulo, a 37.8%
increase compared to 2004. Domestic tourists stay 3.3 days on average in the city and spend US$1,700 during
that period. International tourists stay longer, 5.3 days and spend an average of US$2,400 in the same period.
MASP is a major tourist point for both local and international visitors that stay in the city. Unfortunately, there
are no incentive policies such as flyers or booklets in Portuguese, English or in any other language.
The museum could also think about making a cultural partnership or connections with other national or
international institutions to promote art.
Thirdly, the museum should create groups to maintain the institution.
The Modern Museum of Art (MAM) has 1,000 members. The contribution varies from US$75 to US$5,000
per year and offers discounts in shops, restaurants and courses offered by the museum. In France there is a
National Museum Group that manages funds for the acquisition and conservation of art collections at 34
museums and two exposition centres. This takes place under the supervision of the France Ministry of
Culture. The tickets for the museums and the commercialisation of their brands guarantee the financial health
of all institutions. In the United States, where the Government does not play such an important role in funding,
the museums are maintained by the population. The MET in New York has more than 120,000 members that
contribute from US$45 to US$20,000 per year. One successful case is Andrew Mellon from a banker’s family.
He donated 900 artworks to create the National Gallery in the 1930s and also started a group with some of his
wealthy friends to help the gallery. Interestingly, another group was created from this first one — their wives,
otherwise known as bored ‘ladies who lunch’, started volunteering as museum guides. The Museum of Modern
Art (MoMA) and the MET in New York have some of the oldest guide programs. The Art Gallery of New South
Wales (AGNSW) in Sydney started theirs in 1972. In addition to guiding the public through the artworks, these
ladies or their families may also become benefactors. Mollie Gowing, originally a guide, recently left a large
bequest to AGNSW of almost 400 paintings, sculptures, photographs, ceramics and fibre works.
And lastly, MASP should be thought as a cultural space.
When it was founded, Chateaubriand’s ideal was to create an integrated art space. Plenty of people visited
MASP because of the courses of art history, photography, music and cinema. In the latest years those activities
were almost abandoned. The museum has a great space and is located in the heart of Sao Paulo’s commercial
area and is currently not being cleverly used.
Again, none of the solutions proposed above are new. Being able to propose some viable solutions just emphasises that hiring the right professionals to manage the museum would improve this never ending nightmare.
Despite all problems the museum is facing, in 2011, Indian Ambassador Fausto Godoy donated Asian art and
crafts to MASP, placing the museum under the same category as the MET in New York. This might be the light
in the end of the tunnel, or it might be an alert saying that such an important museum should not be facing
such a sad situation.
Elka Okawa
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The art of corporate identity
In recent years a generational shift has occurred in the world of corporate art. Businesses are updating their
addresses to state of the art buildings designed by iconic architects including Lord Norman Foster, Harry Seidler
and newcomer Clive Wilkinson, and traditional corporate art collections are being replaced by innovative
installations and changeable exhibition series. The reason for this transformation? To cultivate an image of
innovation and success – a vital requirement in a dynamic and volatile commercial environment where corporate
identity is crucial to maintaining a competitive edge.
In Australia, Deutsche Bank, Deloitte, Allens Arthur Robinson and Macquarie Group are some of the
organisations that are leading the way in this new approach to corporate collecting. Their corporate art
collections are being integrated into the branding strategy as their global footprints expand to include company
logos, contemporary office space and art. There is a marked difference in the levels these firms have gone to in
order to revamp their image. Some have employed leading art consultants and given them free reign on artistic
direction, while others have a more conservative approach to the collection and exhibition of their collections.
Deutsche Bank, an international investment bank, is leading the way in the collection and display of their art. In
their Sydney office at Deutsche Bank Place, the art collection is incorporated into the infrastructure of the
aluminium and glass-clad building designed by Lord Norman Foster.
Art consultant, Virginia Wilson, says ‘the bank’s move in 2005 to Deutsche Bank Place was seen as an opportunity by the firm to get up to speed with the renowned international collection of contemporary art’. Artists were
commissioned to create site-specific works and Wilson identified areas that would be the most receptive areas for
the installations. Australian contemporary artist Nike Savvas, created the concept for Cascade, a waterfall
installation in a staircase flowing from top to bottom. Varying shades of blue aluminium discs reflect the light
creating a waterfall effect that is visible from the open plan offices.
Previously, the bank’s collection had been dominated
by the works of traditional Australian artists including Arthur Boyd, John Firth Smith and John Olsen,
conflicting with the bank’s contemporary direction.
These older works were replaced with state of the art
installations by experienced artists from around the
world, more congruent with the bank’s image as an
innovative market leader.
Norwegian contemporary artist, Anna Karin Furunes
was commissioned to do a work on a sound proof
door in an executive space. Working from a photograph of a European winter landscape, aluminium
was hand punched to recreate the scene, another
example of the innovative manufacturing techniques
used to transform the interior architecture into art.
There is an unmistakeable presence of art throughout Deutsche Bank, which Wilson attributes to the
firm’s boldness to bite the bullet and integrate a
collection into the infrastructure. She says, ‘It is
about the integrity and commitment to having the
art, as most of it cannot be sold if they renovate or
move premises’.

“Cascade” Courtesy the artist and BREENSPACE,
Wilson has endeavoured to push the boundaries of how far art can be taken in a corporate environment, and
whilst each work is put through a selection committee for approval, there are some controversial pieces. Tour
of Duty, a photographic image of a helicopter transposed on to a glass wall is part of a series of photographic
works making a political statement on the war. Initially receiving pushback with concerns surrounding its military theme, the helicopter was chosen because it is an icon of our times.

Deutsche Bank’s endeavour to transform their art collection has been well received in the art world. ‘I tell staff
they should be proud of it because amongst my peer group it is incredibly well regarded’ says Wilson. Internally
it has created an inspiring environment in which to work, and is strategically displayed for the enjoyment of
clients in reception and meeting areas.
Another firm leading the way in corporate art collecting is accounting firm Deloitte. Art Advisor Barbara Flynn
has made company collections for ABN AMRO (RBS), UBS and Credit Suisse, each fine-tuned to the particular
company. Understanding that accountants might prefer a methodical and considered way of collecting, Flynn
dissuaded Deloitte from going to the market to buy a collection of Australian works all in one go when it came
to thinking about the art for its newly refurbished office floor at Grosvenor Place. She recommended that the
firm undertake an exhibition series instead, which she argued would be a unique form of corporate support for
art in Australia like no other company initiative. Since 2005 the New Australian Art exhibition series has challenged stereotypes of all sorts, combining Asian-born, Aboriginal, emerging, mid-career and senior artists, who
benefit equally from inclusion. The art on view is sourced from the artists’ representatives from among Sydney
and Melbourne’s commercial galleries.
The firm holds two exhibitions a year, each longrunning, and purchases artworks from these,
to form a permanent collection. The exhibition
space is the firm’s main visitors’ floor which
receives upwards of three thousand visitors per
week, an audience largely unaware of contemporary art. One side of the floor accommodates the
temporary shows, and the other holds meeting
rooms with the permanent collection. ‘We
intentionally structured the way art is presented
on the floor to serve as a reminder to Deloitte executives and staff of the important role played by
their support, which has both a permanent face
as well as a dynamic, changing exhibition
component’ says Flynn.
The permanent collection consists of works by
living Australian artists including John Barbour,
Mikala Dwyer, Rocket Mattler, Tracey Moffatt,
Simryn Gill and Noel McKenna and explores a
variety of mediums including painting,
sculpture, photography and video installation.
The works are selected by a panel of art
specialists and Deloitte executives, with a strong
representation of young people who undertake
a conscientious process led by Flynn, involving
careful vetting and passionate discussion of the
relative merits of each work.
Flynn has free reign on the artistic direction and
Deloitte is happy with the results so far.
The list of artists who have been showcased is
long and impressive, indicative of the
intentional broad-mindedness of the series. Stephen Birch’s installations of everyday objects,
Susan Norrie’s and Ricky Maynard’s political
commentary, Julie Dowling’s complex paintings of cultural history and humanity, and Zehra
Ahmed’s social commentary via new media; are
just a small sample of the 250 artists who have
been involved.

Courtesy of the Stephen Birch estate; Courtesy of
Richard Larter and Watters Gallery, Sydney; Courtesy
of Gunter Christmann and Niagara Galleries,
Melbourne; Courtesy of Simon Larter and Sarah Cottier
Gallery, Sydney.

In the context of a sporting nation, art is now the platform for Deloitte corporate entertaining and has proven
attractive to prospective employees, who regard the firm’s support for art as an important point of difference.
So far Deloitte does not have a global strategy for collecting and exhibiting art, however Flynn believes that the
success of the initiative in the Sydney office may set a trend and influence other offices. She admires Deloitte’s
boldness in having embraced the exhibition series and is proud of what has been achieved thus far, including
recognition in 2010 with an Honourable Mention, Christie’s International Awards for Best Corporate Art
Collections and Programmes.
Deutsche Bank and Deloitte are examples of how the role of the art consultant has been crucial to reinforcing a
company’s chosen philosophy with art and ensuring their collection is particular to the organisation and, in the
case of Deloitte, like no other initiative. Modest budgets have not restricted creativity, if anything creativity has
been enhanced as consultants are encouraged to think outside the box of traditional corporate collecting.
Australian law firm Allens Arthur Robinson has a more traditional approach to collecting.
Since the mid-1970s it has built a substantial collection of Australian contemporary art. There are over 1,500
works that appear before the firm’s staff in its national and international offices. Most of the paintings have
been acquired for modest prices and for their vibrancy in enlivening office environments. The firm ensures that
more people than the staff, and visiting clients, enjoy the works by: conducting internal tours, having many of
the works available online and regularly loaning works to galleries.
The Allens collection reflects the passion of one of its former partners, Hugh Jamieson who was the driving force
behind it. In 1993 during an introductory speech made by Jamieson for an exhibition of selected works, he said:
‘Artists encourage us to confront the new, not only through the colour and vitality of their works, but also by the
messages they convey. By supporting working artists – through the purchase of their works and, more recently
by commissioning temporary site-specific projects for our offices – the firm is encouraging the development of
cultural expression; by providing a platform for this expression, the firm makes a statement about the sort of
Australia it believes in’.
In the Allens Sydney reception floor, the walls are lined with works by Rosalie Gascoigne, David Aspden, Emily
Kame Kngwarreye, Dale Frank and Ildiko Kovaks, works which had been purchased early in the artists’ careers.
The firm’s strategy is to continue to support emerging artists,
visiting artists at their studios and following their careers.
Allens is also located in Deutsche Bank Place and uses the
building’s formidable architecture to showcase not only its
contemporary art collection but also commissions artists to
create site-specific works for its project space. This space is
visible from the glass lifts and highlights works in the glass
vitrines of its tenancy.. Here, artists create new works that
remain in-situ for a minimum of twelve months. During that
time the works are photographed, scholarly essays are written about them and a catalogue is created to mark the event.
Works by Nigel Milsom, the most recent artist to be commissioned, are currently displayed in this space. These paintings
are predominantly black and white and reflect Milsom’s interests in still-life imagery, advertisements and photography.
Potted orchids, martial arts figures, hawks and doves in flight
make a visual statement, illustrating the firm’s preference for
art over company logos and signage. Allens sees this as another opportunity to support emerging artists by promoting
their work in this way.

Courtesy of Nigel Milsom and Yuill Crowley Gallery,
Sydney

The curatorial approach to the collection is straightforward. There are thematic, and stylistic strategies to the
hang in the Allens offices. Artists are grouped together because of their relationships not only to figuration,
geometric abstraction, colour field and abstract expressionism to name a few, but to each other. At other times
thirty years of an artist’s practice may be presented in a particular hang which is the case for artist, Helen Eager.
The curators of the Allens art collection are Ewen McDonald and Maria Poulos. Poulos sees her role as disseminating the artwork and educating staff and visitors regarding the collection. As a result, many initiatives have
been started within the firm including internships with the Sydney University wherein post-graduate students
spend a total of twenty days with the curators. Artists are also regularly interviewed regarding their practice for
the purpose of educating staff.
The firm has stuck firmly to Jamieson’s legacy of collecting and although partner, David Maloney overseas the
selection process, there is no committee involved in the collection strategy influencing the diversity of the collection. The collection reflects the cultural development of Australian painting.
When Macquarie Group relocated its head office to No.1 Martin Place, it was an opportunity to display their
art differently and in so doing update their image. They began collecting in 1986, when the Managing Director
at the time, Tony Berg, also a keen collector, was impressed by a Swiss Bank. In 1986 Berg decided to take it a
step further and develop an art collection that would identify with the firm and reflect its identity. The theme of
the collection was and still is the land and its psyche, offering interpretations of Australian landscapes. Helen
Burton, the manager of the Macquarie Group Collection, says, ‘We generally support emerging artists and if they
progress and are successful we will follow their career; this is how we add back to the community’.
In the reception area of the client space, a large work has been commissioned by Australian artist, Savanhdary
Vongpoothorn.Currents is largely influenced by her Lao heritage and represents the interconnectedness of different cultures, which translates as a rich and diverse landscape of interweaving plant and animal life.
Bronwyn Oliver was also commissioned to do a copper sculptureCursive which represents the signature of a
banker. The corridors are lined with paintings by familiar artists including; Ann Thomson, Emily Kngwarreye,
Euan Macleod, Luke Sciberras, Susan Norrie, Louise Hearman, Rosalie Gascoigne, Fiona Foley, Tim Maguire
and William Robinson.
An internal art committee manages the selection process and an art consultant supplements their information.
‘The Committee go out and propose works to the other members saying it fits the bill. There is often a lot of
debate as to whether it fits the theme and is an Australian landscape’, explains Burton. Until his untimely death
Nick Waterlow was for many years the external consultant to the Macquarie Group Collection, and encouraged
these bankers to have faith in their own taste – the level of input from those on the committee is testament to
this.
‘We buy pending on our needs but generally we buy steadily throughout the year’ says Burton. In each office
globally a proposal will be sent with a selection of works that are a mini representation of the collection. They
will include different media, ages and scales. ‘Art has become part of the Macquarie signature. In any office
around the world Macquarie is recognisable by their logo and their art’, says Burton.
These corporate art collections have become more than just wall decoration and symbols of philanthropy – they
are defining and represent the way in which an organisation wants to be seen. As a result the collections rival
that of most museums. Whilst these varied and impressive collections are not, in some cases, accessible to the
wider community, they have encouraged debate and have enlivened the communities within these organisations
creating a more inspiring and stimulating environment in which to work.
Nina Pether
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Addressing the problem of an empty life in a developed consumer economy
With interviews of Fran Barrett and Tom Smith of Serial Space, and Valentina Schulte of International Noise.
If we were to name only one activity which a huge percentage of modern society regularly engages in, it would
probably be nothing. ‘What are you doing?’ Nothing. ‘What did you do last night?’ Nothing, really. ‘What are you
going to do this weekend?’ Let me see – nothing.
A fast paced life involving a blur of work during the day and culminating in front of the television or computer at
night – with the option of doing nothing while drinking beer at a pub – is an all too familiar scenario. However,
there is much to discover in Sydney: from after hours programs hosted by museums such as the Art Gallery of
New South Wales and the Australian Museum, to free movie nights at various cultural institutions, to live music
gigs in little bars – there is something out there for everybody. Those who seek shall certainly be rewarded and
at times all you have to do is open your ears and listen to what people are talking about.
Serial Space
Word of mouth has recently been carrying news of delightful exhibits and one of a kind events in independent
spaces often managed by artist-run initiatives. One such ARI is Serial Space in Chippendale which has been
steadily building a community since 2009, recently mostly through word of mouth. One morning over coffee in
Redfern, I sat together with two of Serial’s directors Fran Barrett and Tom Smith to talk about this unique ARI.
Serial Space is an artist-run space, just like its name suggests, focused on the live forms. Its six directors range
from varying backgrounds and contribute to the ARI’s direction, ‘we bring in to the space what we actually want
to bring in to the space,’ shares Fran. ‘We try and implement what we like in the space or what we think the
community needs’.
More than just a gallery, Serial plays host to a variety of performances, talks and exhibits with a view towards
delivering unique experiences to visitors. They cater to a diverse range of people who come together in a cross
over of different communities. Serial runs a debate program and has hosted them on various topics such as
‘experimental music is boring’, or in regards to the ‘pros and cons of polyamory.’ They have also had an audiovisual performance installation where visitors can participate; a ‘robot wars’ tournament, regular suitcase
markets and spontaneous music and experimental film gigs among many others – all of which have seen various
communities gather, from polyamorous people to robot geeks. ‘It’s kind of hard sometimes because we can be
quite niche but with all the diversity we have with programs that cater to a lot of different people – you know,
a lot of communities,’ Fran says about their diverse curatorial offering. They don’t specifically cater to an arts
crowd either; their goal is to bring together a community of people with similar interests, whether it be a specific
hobby or chasing after new experiences in general.
In attending one of their events,
visitors should leave their inhibitions
at the gate and be prepared to participate, interact and exercise their
curiosity. ‘It might be a bit intimidating at first’, warns Tom about
entering Serial Space for the first time
– what with its secluded location in a
residential area, ‘But we try to make
sure that the atmosphere is friendly.’
Fran adds, ‘People can just walk up
to it. And once you keep going to the
space… you get used to it’.
Offering beyond what most static
exhibitions deliver, Serial and its
directors and resident artists are
focused on process rather than the
resulting object or artwork.

The Great Donkey Debate at Serial Space, Lucy Parakhina, 2010 © Serial
Space, 2010. Courtesy of Serial Space

Everybody is encouraged to ask the artists
questions and experience the art works and installations using their sense of touch, hearing, and sight. With its
unconventional and dynamic set-up, the interaction between the artist and the audience becomes part of what
the artwork is and will be.
At its heart as an artist-run initiative, Serial Space’s main aim is to extend the benefits of a free space, audience
and support network for experimental artists to hone their art. Fran also describes their focus on process – as
well as conversation with an audience – as a necessity for artists to develop their (art) practice. With the dynamic
nature and continuous development characteristic of experimental work, it is certainly important to ‘test it out.’
Serial provides the space so that artists in residency can engage in that process; while getting them to
communicate with an audience in a dynamic set up gives them the opportunity to introduce their practice and
gather input that will shape their work.
Unlike the stereotypical white cube, Serial Space’s white walls alternatively foster an atmosphere which makes
open interaction between artist, object, and audience possible. Events and exhibits held at Serial are surely out
of the mainstream and span a variety of fields of interests. However, it is mainly the spirit of and idea behind the
space which enables it to deliver unique and authentic experiences. Tom also describes it as a place where life
and art converge, where people come together and do what they like to do in their free time. And rightly so, it’s
in the resulting shared experience where we find more meaning in what we do.
Serial Space is located in 33 Wellington Street, Chippendale. They are open depending on scheduled exhibits
and events. Visit their website at www.serialspace.org or add them on Facebook to keep track of events they have
lined up.
International Noise
Keep an eye out while walking around the city, you never know what you might see while walking under a
bridge; those strategically pasted up sheets of A3 paper that strangely feels like an exhibit might actually be an
exhibit. International Noise is a guerilla artist-run initiative that has been bringing art to the streets since 2006.
‘We would consider ourselves to be guerilla artists but (we’re) not just about putting the art out there, it’s more
about utilising space in different ways and making
art available to everybody in the street,’ explains
photographer and International Noise co-founder
Valentina Schulte.

Uncontainble exhibit by International Noise at University of
Sydney © Valentina Schulte, 2011

While a lot of established galleries get funding for
space and give a call out for residents, International
Noise does not have a gallery space and does not
hold a residency program. ‘For us it’s more
convenient that we don’t have a space because the
three main contributors, including myself, all have
day jobs.’ Their guerilla approach to art exhibits
takes out the responsibility of having to constantly
manage a physical space, while the lack of a
residency program makes involvement more fluid
and accessible. True to what their name suggests,
artist involvement also goes beyond Australia,

‘Sometimes we’d put up a call for entries and for our last exhibition we had about 35 people submit work from
around the world so that’s good, more people are now hearing about it.’
International Noise’s first exhibit was called Copy Cats, wherein works by home-grown and international
artists alike were printed on A3 paper and bill posted in an area in Paddington. It was a one night only show
which saw a second follow up, Copy Cats 2. Their biggest project to date was 9 x 5” a roving gallery in the back of
a truck featuring artworks which measure exactly 9 inches by 5 inches – taking inspiration from traditional cigar
boxes, and quoting the famous Australian Impressionist artists of 1889. Valentina explains that with this truck
show, ‘We wanted to challenge the white cube – well at that time since we were all at the end of our university
years it was hard to get into a gallery space so we thought well we’ll just take one with us. That’s a white cube but
that white cube moves.’

The truck was parked in three different locations for an hour or two: at the Art Gallery of New South
Wales, in front of the Australian Centre for Photography and at Dank Street Depot. Reflecting on the
exhibit, Valentina concludes that it was well received and people were really open; the only sign of
apprehension from the audience was from the first few people to approach the truck and go in.
Their exhibits, which highlight the way the installation is carried out as much as the content, combine
both a theoretical concept and practical street art approach. For example, in looking at photos of their
first exhibit Copy Cats, one might as well be looking at a regular gallery opening with a similar crowd
gazing at art works on a wall – except visitors were under a bridge in Paddington looking at paste ups
on a concrete wall. This accessible and comfortable set up creates a more relaxed atmosphere while
trying to challenge the notion of art always being tied to galleries. “From a viewer’s point of view
galleries can be a little intimidating to walk into on your own. Sometimes a little bit daunting if you’re
not used to it.”
While pre-conceived notions attached to the idea of being ‘guerilla’ might generally by negative, International Noise is more innovative rather than subversive in their challenge of the white cube.
Rationale behind their exhibits are worded in eloquent briefs that almost read like discourse tidbits
that are easy to understand and make perfect sense. Whereas Serial Space challenges the static
notion of the white cube by utilising that very space as a field for ideas exchange and the development
of processes in art practice, International Noise challenges it by taking art works out of the white cube
context. In the end, the exhibits are successful because the society is, to a degree, educated or informed
about what art is – therefore allowing them to see these objects, or performances, as works of art
despite having been taken out of the white cube. Consequently, the nature of this object in relation to
its surrounding – is it displaced or does it belong there? – prods viewers into rethinking space.
International Noise recently concluded an installation this September at the University of Sydney’s
Verge Festival,Uncontainable, which showcased shipping containers filled on the outside with their
signature paste-up style exhibit and juxtaposed with a more formally presented exhibit inside the
containers.
Margarett Cortez
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